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ABSTRACT 
Simultaneous records of precipitation ourrent density, potential 
gradient and wind speed have been obtained with mobile equipment 
mounted on a Land-&over and with fisted equipment looated at a f i e l d 
station i n the Pennines. Measurements were made in quiet precipitation 
with the two sets of equipment separated by horizontal distances of up 
to 8 km i n a direction i n line with the cloud movement. Maximum 
oross-oorrelation between the precipitation current density records 
at the two stations was usually for time lags corresponding to the 
time of travel of the clouds between the stations. On one occasion 
of lew wind speed, simultaneous precipitation current correlation was 
obtained at the two stations when separated by 5 km. I t was deduced 
that the time variations of el e c t r i c a l parameters observed at a ground 
station would normally be the result of movement of the cloud system 
rather than i t s e l e c t r i c a l development. 
Analysis of the effects of wind speed has shown that rain 
electrification i s more intense at sites more exposed to the wind and 
that the effects may be due to a process operating from ground level 
up to a height of several hundred metres. 
The persistence of potential gradient and of precipitation 
current density has been shown to be inversely proportional to cloud 
speed. The horizontal dimensions of cloud across which persistence 
exists at -a given point i n time has been shown to be independent 
of wind speed and to be of the order of several kilometres. I t 
i s suggested that these dimensions may be a oharacteristio of 
aloud type and may be used as a criterion for their identification. 
Mi theoretical model to explain the el e c t r i c a l structure of 
niabostratus olouds has been proposed, and i t has been shown to be 
consistent with observations. The model satisfactorily explains the 
inverse relation between precipitation ourrent density and potential 
gradient and i t explains observed differences i n phase between 
precipitation eurrent-time and potential gradient-time curves i n terms 
of the perlodioity of the eleotrioal changes within the cloud. 
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CHAPTER -1 
THUNDERSTORM AND QUIET PRECIPITATION ELECTRIFICATION 
1.1 Introduction 
The study of thunderstorms i s important for two main reasons. 
F i r s t l y , as large areas of intense meteorological aotivity, 
comprising strong horisontal and vertioal winds, torrential rain 
and h a i l , muoh eleotrioal activity, and occasionally tornadoes, 
thunderstorms are a hazard to agriculture, communications, navigation 
and also l i f e . Seoondly, thunderstorms represent both a large and 
efficient heat engine and an eleotrioal generator, and are thus of 
interest to the physicist. 
I t i s now generally agreed that the eleotrioal effect of 
thunderstorms i s to generate a current between the earth and 
ionosphere, both of whioh are very muoh more conduotive than the a i r 
separating them. The ionosphere i s maintained at a potential of 
about 0.3MV with respect to earth, a quasi-statie state being 
maintained by the leakage ourrent to earth i n fair-weather regions. 
The eleotrioal studies of atmospheric physios are oarried but 
in an attempt to discover the nature of charge separation and 
transport i n both the free atmosphere and clouds, and to link these 
with the meteorological environment. Although smaller i n magnitude, 
the electrification of continuous quiet rain ('Landregen') and the 
associated clouds i s similar i n some Ways to that of the thundercloud. 
The purpose of the present research project i s to c l a r i f y the nature 
of the oharge separation i n continuous precipitation and i t s 
relevance to thunderstorm electrification. 
.1.2 The E l e c t r i c a l Structure of. Thunderstorms . 
Although i t i s now over two hundred years sinoe the electrical 
nature of the thundercloud was firmly established by the experiments 
of Franklin (1752) andD'Alibard (1752), the eledtrical mechanisms 
responsible for the charging of the oloud are s t i l l not understood. 
By measuring the electrio f i e l d intensity due to both near and 
distant olouds, Sehonland (1928), Wormell (1939) , Malan and Sohonland 
(1950) and Smith (1954) have established the approximate magnitudes 
and relative positions of the main oharge oentres. Similar informa-
tion was obtained by Appleton et a l (1926), Wormell (1939) , Malan 
and Schonland (1950) and Pierce (1955) , by measuring the eleotrio 
f i e l d changes brought about by lightning flashes. Simultaneous 
multiple-station recording of potential gradient and other parameters 
has enabled Workman et a l (1942), Barnard (1951) and Reynolds and 
Neill (1955) to estimate more accurately the magnitude of the oharge 
oentres and their positions relative to the cloud. Aircraft and 
balloon measurements have also produced useful information, 
particularly those of Simpson and Sorase (1937), Simpson and 
Robinson (1940) and Gunn (1948) . 
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The generalised electrical structure obtained from these 
measurements i s an approximate double dipole, with the highest 
oloud charges being positive, the main lower charges being negative, 
and with a second lower positive charge of smaller magnitude 
(Pig. 1 . 1 ) . 
Earlier workers assumed the main charge oentres to be 
distributed vertically above one another, but the measurements 
of Pierce (1955) and Brook (1969) suggest that considerable 
horizontal separation of charge oentres may exist. Estimates of 
the quantities of charge involved vary considerably, but the exoess 
charges i n the main charge oentres must be at least several tens 
of coulombs. The main negative and positive charge oentres in the 
thunderclouds of temperate latitudes exist at temperatures below 
freezing, in regions where both solid and liquid hydrometeors exist, 
and the most favoured charging theories involve gravitational 
separation of oppositely charged particles, with the main updraught 
oarrying the smaller particles aloft. 
Examination of the recovery ourve of potential gradient after 
lightning discharges has shown that regenerative currents of 
several amperes per storm o e l l are perhaps necessary. Aircraft 
measurements by Sish and Wait (1959) have shown that conduction 
currents of this magnitude flowing to the ionosphere do exist. The 
potential gradient at the ground beneath a storm reaches a maximum 
- if -
value of around 10,000 Von" , being limited by a spaoe charge 
blanket of opposite sign released by point-discharge from raised 
objects. Preoipitation ourrent densities at the ground are found 
to be extremely variable i n sign and magnitude, maximum values 
being of the order of 0.1 yjLAm . I t should be noted that this 
value i s at least two orders of magnitude too small to explain 
the observed charges i n the oloud^ and i t i s generally thought 
that the oharges on preoipitation particles are much larger in 
the cloud. The most aotive thunderstorm oells produce flashes at 
a rate not normally exceeding one every five seoonds, so that any 
theory of electrification must be able to explain these high rates 
of charge production. 
1.3 The Electrification of Quiet-Precipitation Clouds 
I n conditions of steady preoipitation not associated with stormy 
weather.or showers, i t was discovered by early workers that the 
elouds and preoipitation were electrified. Potential gradient 
measurements often gave values different i n sign or magnitude from 
fair-weather values, and i t was soon realised that preoipitation 
particles brought down charge also. The ^ question then .arose as to 
whether the charging mechanisms in quiet preoipitation were similar 
to those i n thunderstorms, but smaller i n magnitude, or were quite 
different. I t was also suggested that, i f the preoipitation brought 
down net negative charge, then since such large areas were involved, 
- 5 -
quiet preoipitation might contribute to the mainten&noa of the 
earth-ionosphere potential difference„ 
Simpson (I919 e 1949), Eeiter (1955), Adldns (1959) and wth#r 
workers hare found the potential gradient at the ground under 
clouds producing quietly falling snow not drifting at the ground 
to be usually posit ire,, Simpson (1942), Chalmers and L i t t l e 
(1947) and Chalmers (1956) hare measured the preoipitation- or 
total-current density which they found to be usually negative 0 
Wet snow, blowing snow and sleet were often found by many workers 
to be positively ohargedo The pbtential gradient at the ground 
does not normally exoeed 1500 vm**^ , and the precipitation current 
-2 
density 100 pAm . The total air-earth current i s nearly always 
of the same sign as the snow currentj, showing that conduction and 
convection currents are relatively much smaller,, 
Measurements i n quiet rain are more numerous than those for 
snow, but, except i n a few oases, records have not been taken 
continuously over long periods„ 
The results of Simpson (1949) 9 Reiter (1955) 9 Chalmers (1956), 
AdkLns (1959) and also earlier wbrkera show that the potential 
gradient at the ground i n continuous quiet rain i s usually negative„ 
However, Kelvin (1860) and Chauveau (1900) discovered a negative 
potential gradient at the ground, with a simultaneous positive 
potential gradient at the top of a tower„ Simpson (1909, 1949), 
- 6 -
Sorase (1936), Ramsay and Chalmers (1960) and Reiter (1965) hare 
found the rain current densities to be usually positive, haying a 
- 2 
maximum value of around 100 pAm . Measurements taken above the 
ground of single drop oharges have shown that the rain acquires a 
net positive oharge before reaching the ground, and Reiter (1955) 
has shown that a significant change of sign of potential gradient 
takes place below the melting level (Figure 1 . 2 ) . 
These results indioate a minimum of two charge separation 
processes aoting i n the rain cloud, one acting i n the solid phase 
/ o o \ 
at lower temperatures ( 0 0 to - 20 e) giving negative charge to 
the precipitation and a positive charge to the oloud, and a lower 
prooess acting i n the opposite direotion. Thus the oharge 
distribution i n quiet rain clouds has the same polarity as the 
main oharges l a thunderclouds, which has led some workers to 
suggest that similar prooesses are at work, differing only i n 
magnitude* However, Chalmers (1967) points out that the difference 
i n magnitude between the oharges of thunderclouds and quiet rain 
clouds cannot be explained merely i n terms of the different rates 
of r a i n f a l l . 
1.4 Thunderstorm Charge Separation Theories 
Theories of oharge separation i n the thundercloud can be put 
generally into two classes, those depending on gravitational 
separation of oharge, and those depending on non-gravitational 
• c 
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extraneous potential gradient 
during pre c tp-i t at i o n. 
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separation, such as a i r currents. Each of these classes can be 
subdirided into two further classes, one u t i l i s i n g natural ions 
i n the oloud, produced by oosmic rays and natural radioactivity, 
the other requiring charge production from originally neutral 
sources. 
Class 1A 
Theories involving gravitational separation of natural 
ions by seleotive attachment and 'influence' theories 
Sister and Geitel (1865) suggested that raindrops would be 
polarized i n an electric f i e l d , and that contact with the smaller 
cloud droplets as they f e l l would give rise to a separation of 
charge. I f the droplets removed part of the induced charge on the 
bottom part of the f a l l i n g raindrops, the separation i s of the 
i 
correct sign for thunderstorm electrification under the influence 
of the normal positive fair-weather potential gradient. 
Wilson (1919) thought that ion capture by water drops polarised 
i n the fair-weather f i e l d would give rise to electrification, and 
experiments by Gott (1933, 1935) . and Huhleisen and Holl (1953) have 
shown that i t does operate i n certain conditions, but i s small i n 
magnitude. Whipple and Chalmers ( 1944 ) , Wormell (1953) and Muller-
Hillebrand (1954) have given detailed aooounts of this process, and 
Chalmers (1947) has shown that r<m-n«T» prooessss can operate with ice 
particles. 
- 8 -
&unn (1935) and Frenkel (1944) have produced somewhat similar 
theories, but assume an electrical concentration c e l l to exist 
"between the water droplets and the surrounding ions. 
Many of the earlier theories were of the influence type, and 
of the modern theories none i s thought to produce charge 
separation of sufficient magnitude to explain the charges found 
i n an active thundercloud, Prooesses of this kind may, however, 
influence the early electrification of olouds, and certainly play 
a role i n determining the charge carried on precipitation reaching 
the ground. 
Class 1B 
Theories involving charge production by 
preoipitation particles 
Lenard (1892) showed that splashing of water drops gives rise 
to a positive oharge on the water and a negative charge on the a i r , 
and i t was later shown by Simpson (1909) and Nolan (1914) that 
similar prooesses occur when water drops are broken by a i r ourrents 
or turbulence. Simpson (1927) and Chapman (1952) have shown that 
the charge production i s of sufficient magnitude to produce 
thunderstorm oharges. However, i t operates at too high a temperature 
and i n the wrong direotion to explain the main thunderstorm oharges, 
but may explain the lower positive charge, which seems to be 
associated with the sone of heavy rain. 
- 9 -
Simpson (1919) found that i n blizsards large positive potential 
gradients were produced, and Simpson and Serase (1937) suggested that 
ice orystal impaot might be the charging mechanism responsible, and 
proposed a thunderstorm oharging theory which suggested that ice 
impacts i n the cloud would give a positive ionio charge to the a i r 
and a negative oharge to the ice crystals. 
Reynolds (195V) found considerable charging on riming of 
graupel pellets i n the presence of supercooled water droplets, but 
the results of similar experiments by Latham and Mason ( 1961) and 
Hutchinson (1960) found very much smaller effects. 
Workman and Reynolds (1950, 1953) suggested that p a r t i a l glazing 
of supercooled cloud droplets on f a l l i n g ice particles would give 
rise to charge production, positive charges being thrown o f f on 
smaller water droplets, and a negative oharge remaining on the ice. 
At temperatures higher than 0°o, impacts with non-supercooled 
cloud droplets would throw o f f negative charge, giving a positive 
oharge to the ioe. Mason (1953) and Reynolds (1953) have shown 
that experimental results are i n accord with the theory, and that 
sufficient oharge production for thunderclouds i s feasible by this 
mechanism. Reynolds, however, pointed out that the absenoe of 
o 
supercooled water droplets at temperatures below -15 o would mean 
that the process oannot operate at higher levels, whereas 
observations have shown aotive oloud e l e c t r i f i c a t i o n at temperatures 
well below t h i s . 
- 1Q -
Mason (1953) has proposed a similar theory involving jrfsriLflg, 
but thinks the positive charge i s carried o f f by ions, and that 
the whole of the captured droplet i s frozen,, Latham and Mason 
( 1 9 ^ 1) found this separation of charge to be present, but found 
the positive charge to be oarried o f f on small ice splinters and 
not ions. The process was found to give sufficient charge of the 
correct sign to explain thunderstorm electrification, and has 
been shown by Latham and Mason (1962) to be unaffeoted by high 
electric f i e l d s . 
Chalmers (1943) proposed a theory dependent upon the 
freezing of water droplets, but Mason and Maybank (1960) 
showed that any effects are small. 
Class 2 
Theories not involving gravitational 
separation of charge 
One of the objections against gravitational separation of 
charged precipitation particles i s that the terminal velocity 
of the largest partioles i s about 10 ms"^ , and with observed 
regeneration times of about 10 seoonds i n an aotive thunder-
cloud, a ver t i c a l separation of partioles of only 100m i s 
possible i n th i s time. Some workers suggest that this 
requires prohibitively large charge densities on the 
preoipitation. Air ourrents, however, often reaoh speeds several 
- 11 -
times larger than 10 me"\ and several theories have been proposed 
requiring oharge of one sign to be oarried i n the updraught, and 
the opposite sign i n the downdraught. 
Grenet (1947) f i r s t suggested this idea, and Vonnegut (1955) 
suggested that separation i s produced by the relative motion of 
the oentral updraught and peripheral downdraughta. Vonnegut 
proposes that the updraught brings i n the positive space charge 
normally existing below the oloud, and oarries i t upwards to the 
i 
oloud top. This then reverses the potential gradient i n the region, 
and when this becomes sufficiently high, point discharge at the 
ground produces a continuous supply of positive ions to replace 
the oonveoted space oharge. The upper positive oharge i s then 
considered to bring down negative ions by conduction, and these 
are then oarried i n the downdraught to augment the negative 
potential gradient. Vonnegut and Moore (1958) tr i e d to test this 
theory by introducing negative oharges under developing thunder-
clouds i n an attempt to reverse their polarity, but have so far 
not reported any auoess. 
Chalmers (1967) raises objections to Vonnegut's theory, sinoe 
the downdraught i s not a feature of developing thunder cells, and 
also he oan see no reason why the positive oharges should not be 
brought down as well as the negative oharges i n the downdraught. 
He also suggests that the high correlation between the appearance 
of precipitation and electrification points towards preoipitation 
charging. 
- 1 2 -
1 „ 5 Quiet Precipitation Charge Separation Theories 
I n conditions of quiet preoipitation, electrification i s smaller 
i n magnitude and steadier i n nature than that i n thunderclouds,, 
I t i s believed that a l l precipitation from nimbostratus clouds i n 
temperate latitudes results from the production of snow crystals 
i n the higher portion of the clouds. Updraughts rarely exceed 
0.5 ms~^  and the terminal velocity of the largest snowflakes i s 
about 1 ms"^ „ This means that charge separation due to precipita-
tion w i l l proceed at a lower rate than i n the thundercloud. Even 
i n the lower portions of the aloud, after the snowflakes have 
melted, the larger drops break up to produce smaller ones with a 
maximum terminal velocity of about 5 • 
As discussed i n Section 1 . 3 , quietly f a l l i n g dry snow crystals 
are negatively oharged, whilst the potential gradient due to the 
snow oloud i s positive. Chalmers (1959) has shown that, since the 
t o t a l vertical current i n the snow oloud i s usually negative 
downwards, the potential of the oloud top must be above that of 
the ionosphere. The only physically reasonable solution of this 
involves an active charge separation prooess within the oloud 
i t s e l f . 
Most of the early theories of quiet snow elect r i f i c a t i o n 
were of the influence type, requiring the seleotive capture of 
ions or similar prooesses, but present day measurements show that 
- 13 -
a l l these processes are at least one order of magnitude too small 
to account for the observed oharging. Other processes, such as 
riming or glazing, would not appear satisfactory either, particularly 
i n view of the slow f a l l speed of snowflakes whioh precludes large 
temperature gradients and many impaots. Also, evidence suggests 
that nimbostratus electrification exists at temperatures below 
o 
-15 c, i n the absence of many supercooled water droplets. 
The only processes whioh seem feasible for the upper 
mechanism thus require ice to ice impact or contact, although 
meteorological conditions obviously exclude processes requiring 
large updraughts or the presence of graupel. Host ioe-ioe impaot 
experiments have shown that the smaller particles produced are 
positively oharged, whilst the larger fragments are negatively 
oharged. The existence of large positive space charges and 
positive potential gradients near the ground i n blizzards seems to 
support t h i s . However, some workers have found opposite effeots, 
and i t appears that several mechanisms are responsible for impaot 
oharging. 
Observations of quiet rain olouds have shown a large exoess 
of positive rain charge and a predominance of negative potential 
gradients. Thus since the precipitation has presumably begun i t s 
existenoe as snow, there must be another charging process operating 
lower i n the cloud whioh reverses the sign of the charge acquired 
- 14 -
higher up. Measurements made by Reiter (1965) i n mountainous 
regions have shown a distinctive sign change of potential 
o o 
gradient to take place between the 0 C and 1 C levels. Laboratory 
measurements of Dinger and &unn ( 1 9 5 6 ) , Nakaya and Terada(l934)p 
and Magono and Kikuchi (1963) have shown that snow becomes 
positively charged on melting. This evidence strongly suggests 
that the positive charge found on quiet rain i s a result of the 
melting of snow. 
However,, the potential gradient results of Kelvin (1860) 
and Chauveau (1900) suggest a shallow layer of negative space 
oharge near the ground. Smiddy and Chalmers (1959) found negative 
space charges near the ground i n heavy rain, and Sharpless (1968) 
1 
found the space oharge density i n quiet rain to be normally negative 
near the ground, and also found a high oorrelation with potential 
gradient. Smith (1955) suggested that the raindrop charging could 
be explained by the Lenard splash oharging effeot at the ground, 
whloh would also release negative spaoe oharges. Simpson (1915) 
thought that drop rupture i n wind gusts olose to the ground might 
aooount for the charging. 
Chalmers (1959) pointed out that the charging processes acting 
i n the nimboatratus cloud operate at similar temperatures and i n 
the same direction as the ohief thundercloud prooesses, although 
the lower prooess i s relatively more important i n the nimbostratus 
oloudo He thinks i t would be fortuitous i f these prooesses were 
of different origin i n the two clouds. 
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CHAPTER 2 
•PHU MfTOn?iCATION OP QUIET RAIN AMD SNOW 
2.1 The Origin and Structure of Nimboatratua Clouds 
Por atmospheric eleotrioal purposes, quiet rain and snow are 
usually regarded as having fal l e n from stratiform olouds whioh are 
much more stable and long-lived than than thunderclouds, and whioh 
give rise to steady preoipitation of long duration rather than 
showers. I n temperate latitudes these conditions are usually 
associated with nimbostratus olouds produced by the gradual forced 
asoent of the a i r preceding a warm front. This ascent i a slow but 
prolonged, and takes place throughout a deep and extensive layer 
of ai,r. 
I t i s now generally considered that the principal process 
of i n i t i a t i o n of preoipitation i n a l l nimbostratus qlouds i s ioe 
orystal growth by the Bergeron process. Bergeron (1933) showed 
that ioe orystals, produoed by the freezing of superoooled water 
droplets i n an environment containing many superoooled water 
droplets, would grow at the expense of the droplets because of 
the difference i n vapour pressure between water and ioe. These 
ice orystals either grow or aggregate t i l l they reaoh a sufficient 
sise to overcome the updr aught. Mason (1952) has shown that the 
ooalescenoe prooess cannot be the main one i n a nimboatratua oloud 
- 16 -
unless the water content or updraught are much larger than those 
usually observed. When the cloud extends downwards to below 
the 0°G level, the snowflakes melt to produce raindrops. This 
has been oonfirmed. by the presence of increased radar reflection 
i n the.few hundred metres below this level; melting snowflakes 
having a higher radar r e f l e c t i v i t y than the raindrops found 
lower i n the. oloud. 
A general outline of altostratus and nimbostratus clouds 
and a comparison with cumulonimbus olouds i s given i n Table 2.1, 
and typioal cross-sections of a warm front i n Figure 2.1. 
2.2 Electrical Models of the Nimbostratus Cloud 
I t has been shown i n Seotion 1.2 that the nimbostratus 
Snow oloud usually gives rise to a negative preoipitation 
current and a positive potential gradient. By assuming a 
t o t a l purrent flow uniform with height from the ground, through 
the cloud, to the ionosphere* Chalmers (1959) has shown that 
the potential of the oloud top must be higher than that of the 
ionosphere. As a result of t h i s , he has shown that a oharge 
separation prooess within the oloud and not at ground level i s 
essential. 
However, i n the. nimbostratus rain oloud the t o t a l ourrent 
flow i s i n the opposite direction to that i n the snow oloud, so 
Chalmers oonoludes that the potential of the oloud top must 
be lower than that of the ionosphere. As nimbostratus rain 
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olouds always contain an upper snow portion, we are led to 
the surprising conclusion that the eleptrioal conditions i n the 
upper portion of the oloud depend on whether the precipitation 
reaohes the ground as rain or snow. 
The positive charging of the rain necessitates a negative 
ionio or oloud spape oharge to be produced also, and contradi 
iotory evidence points towards either charging on melting i n 
the cloud or charging on drop-shattering near the ground. 
Chalmer's' models of oloud potential versus height i n nimbo-
stratus olouds, including the two possible oases for rain, are 
shown i n Fig. 2 . 2 . 
2 ,3 A Proposed Model for Nimbostratus Clouds 
Instead of including the clouds i n the earth-ionosphere 
ourrent network, i t i s now proposed that we can opnsider the 
cloud charges to be independent of outside eleotxipal effects, 
I t i s here assumed that any ionio or oloud spaoe charges 
dissipate only by ionio conduction, and that the rate of 
dissipation of those oharges depends only on their magnitude 
and the conductivity i n the immediate environment. I t i s 
further assumed that any charge separation prooess gives rise 
to an ionio or cloud charge and a precipitation charge of 
opposite sign. 
- 18 -
The charged precipitation i s then assumed to f a l l to the 
ground, and the t o t a l precipitation current at the ground i s 
considered to represent the t o t a l current flowing downwards 
from the charging region* 
I f we know the horizontal and vertical dimensions of the 
cloud system, and i f we oan measure the precipitation current 
density, we oan oaloulate the value of the oloud ionio oharge, 
and henoe i t s contribution lp to the potential gradient at 
the ground. To calculate the potential gradient at the ground 
due to the whole system, we must take into account the space 
oharge on the f a l l i n g precipitation. I f the contribution to 
the potential gradient at the ground due to the preoipitation 
space oharge i s P • then the t o t a l potential gradient at the 
ground i s given by 
* ' *f> + 3 ? s 1 (1) 
By assuming quasi-static equilibrium, that i s charges and 
ourrents that are not changi ng with time, i t i s possible to 
explain the inverse relation between potential gradient and 
preoipitation ourrent density using this theory. Moreover, 
the mirror-image effect, where potential gradient and precipita-
tion ourrent density vary with time i n a similar manner, oan also 
be explained by the theory. The analytical derivations of these 
oases w i l l be given i n the following sections. 
Charge density o 
H 
v. 
Fig. 2.3 Cylindrical cloud model. 
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2.if The G-enoral Case 
I f we oonsider a cylindrical cloud sone of depth H9 
radius R and cloud base height h (Fig. 2.3), then i f 
preoipitation with uniform ourrent density I i s leaving the 
oloud base, the t o t a l preoipitation ourrent leaving the oloud 
i s <7^fR^I. I f the oloud oharge density at any, tine isyO, the 
t o t a l oloud oharge w i l l be TtR^O, and the ionic conduction 
ourrent out of the oloud region w i l l be (7Y&^IyO)A/£0» 
Thus the t o t a l ourrent out of the oloud sone w i l l be7xR^I + 
(TtH^iyoA/^). This i s equal to the rate of deorease of oloud 
cjlarge^; -d foflpRjD), which i s then given by 
Thus the rate of aooumulation of oloud oharge density i n 
the oloud cone i s given by 
8 I f --1 - H/° (2> 
whereof i s the relaxation tine C^/^) i n the cloud. 
The potential gradient at any point due to the cloud charges 
• i 
can be obtained by integrating over the cloud volume. The 
i . 
potential gradient at the ground under the, oentre of the oylinder 
i s found to be given by 
* " [ H • A / ( H + h ) 2 • R 2 > V ( h 2 + R 2) ] 
... <J> 
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I f R ia very large compared with H and h, the potential 
gradient at the ground due to the cloud charges i s then given 
by 
*/© • /D H ••• (*•> 
To 
I n order that a charge separation process Bhould produce 
a cloud charge density uniform with height, i t i s necessary 
that the precipitation ourrent density should inorease 
linearly with decreasing height throughout the charging 
region. I f the preoipitation obtains i t s charge uniformly 
throughout the depth H, and then f a l l s through height h to the 
ground without charge loss, then the potential gradient at the! 
ground under the oloud oentre due to the preoipitation space 
charge i s found by integration (Appendix 1) to be given by 
* B 9 I ( H + 2hr + 2R V h \/h 2 + R2 
- 0 • 
h) V(« • h ) 2 + R2 - R 2log (H + h V/(H , h ) 2 + R2. 1 | 
H H *h -»Vhz + R ' ' 
.... (5) 
I f R i s very large compared with H and h, the contribution 
to the potential gradient at the ground by the preoipitation 
space charge i s given by 
* 8 * I (H + 2fa) ... (6) 
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Thus I f we know the precipitation ourrent density, the 
conductivity of the oloud, and the dimensions of the charging 
region, i t i s possible to oalculate the potential gradient at 
the ground due to the charge system. 
This model i s of necessity oversimplified. Charged oloud 
systems would be expected to interact eleotrically with each 
other,, and the existence of wind shear and preoipitation 
particles of different sizes w i l l also oomplioate matters. 
However, provided the preoipitation current density i s greater 
than the ionio oonduotion ourrent density to ground, and 
provided the potential gradient i s not sufficiently high to 
give point discharge near the ground, then thi,s model i s 
perhaps a f a i r representation of conditions. 
2.5 The Inverse Relation 
Many workers have found that the preoipitation ourrent density 
and the potential gradient at the ground are frequently opposite 
i n sign and proportional i n magnitude. Statistical analysis of 
a large number of observations has enabled a straight l i n e to 
be f i t t e d i n many oases. The relationship between precipitation 
ourrent density I and potential gradient F i s usually written 
I * - a (P - C) (7) 
where a and C are oonstants. When a i s positive, the relationship 
i s known as the inverse relation. The constant C has often 
been found to be close to the value of the -fair-weather 
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potential gradient at the recording site.. I f we write as 
the exoess of the potential gradient over the fair-weather 
value, then equation (7) beoomes 
I = - a (8) 
In explaining the inverse relation, many workers have 
preferred to assume that the potential gradient i s somehow 
set up l a the cloud, and that the preoipitation subsequently 
aoquires i t s oharge as i t f a l l s , under the influence of th i s 
electric f i e l d . The meohanism responsible for the preoipita-
t i o n charging i s usually assumed t o be ion oapture or an 
influence meohanism, and i t i s assumed to depend on the; 
preoipitation rate. 
Ion oapture by f a l l i n g raindrops under the influence of 
an eleotrio f i e l d has been treated theoretically by Whipple and 
Chalmers^ 1%4), and Wormell (1953) but the process appears to 
be too slow and not to give the observed magnitudes of preoipita-
tion ourrent density i n quiet conditions. 
I t i s now suggested that looking upon', the potential gradient 
as a fundamental characteristic of the oloud and the preoipitation 
ourrent as a secondary effeot i s physically the wrong way round, 
and that they are both the result of a single cause, namely 
oharge separation i n the oloud. The whole system of charges 
then glveB rise to the potential gradient at the ground, whioh 
should therefore be regarded as a dependent, not independent, variable. 
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THE NIMBOSTRATUS SHOff CLOUD 
I f we make the baaio assumptions of the proposed model 
outlined i n Section 2.3, and i n addition make the following 
assumptions 
(1) The cloud i s i n electrical quasi-static equilibrium. 
(2) The horizontal dimensions of the charge system are 
larger than the vertical dimensions, 
then i t i s possible to solve the equations (2), 
(4) and (6) analytically. 
I f , at a time t = 0, a preoipitation ourrent of uniform 
density I Q begins to flow from the oloud and i s then constant, 
the rate of cloud charge inoreases after t h i s time w i l l be 
given by 
H d / 0 B - Z o - * / > 
where yO i s the oloud oharge density at time t . integration, 
p i s found to be given by 
p " Zlo ( e " ^ , 1 ) ••(« 
H 
Thus f o r times i n excess of about 5 f , the oloud charge 
density w i l l be constant and equal to - T I 
o 
H 
- 2 4 -
Trom equation ( 4 ) f the potential gradient at the 
ground due to the cloud charge sheet w i l l be given by 
lp = - T l IT = - r ... (10) 
I f the preoipitation i s uncharged at the top of the charging 
region, and obtains i t s oharge linearly i n f a l l i n g through the 
region, then the potential gradient at the ground due to the 
preoipitation spade oharge, from equation (6), w i l l be given by 
P8 a I (2h + H) (11) 
where IT i s the average preoipitation f a l l speed (Tig. 2.4). 
Thus the potential gradient at the ground due to the 
whole oharge system, + Pfl, w i l l be given by 
(2JL+H) - ) ( 1 ? ) 
2£, Uh X ) • • •.• • • • 
I t oan be seen that i f 
• u 
then the inverse relation obtains. This inequality may be 
r t w r i t t e n h + H < £o/V 
Cloud top 
7 + + + + + + + + + Charging Positive 
H zone + + + + C | 0 u d 
T 
• + + + + + + + + + 
Cloud base 
Negative 
snow _ 
N N N N x Ground ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
h*H 
0 T I . / H 
Cloud charge 
density 
I , 0 
Snow current 
density 
Fig. 2.4 Proposed nimbostratus 
snow cloud model, 
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Physically, £ J A i s the eleotrical relaxation time of 
the oloud oharges, h/O" i s the average f a l l time of the 
preoipitation from oloud base to ground, and VS/2\J" represents 
the average charging time of the preoipitation. 
This represents the oase for a steady, uniform single 
oharge separation: process, as i s believed to be the oase i n 
the quiet nimbostratus snow oloud. 
Equation (12) may be rewritten 
P = - I Q . K ..- (13) 
where E i s to be called the oonstant of proportionality 
between potential gradient and preoipitation ourrent density* 
I t oan be seen that different oloud base heights or different 
depths of the charging region w i l l give rise to variations i n 
K, even i f a l l the other parameters are constant. I t i s 
therefore suggested that i t might be possible to explain 
deviations from the inverse relation i n terms of the oloud 
dimensions rather than rate of precipitation. 
In a nimbostratus snow oloud, the velocity of f a l l of the 
snow particles hardly depends on their size (Appendix 2), and 
the overall range of values for different crystal structures 
i s quite small. Several workers have obtained experimental 
values for the oonstants a and o i n equation (7). The proposed 
theory should be i n agreement with these experimental values 
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i f • i a the fair-weather potential gradient and i f K - /a. 
This l a t t e r condition requires that 
( 1 - 2h + H) - Va (14) 
The average value of a found experimentally i s 0.93 x 10"1J 
J\.~^ m"^ , and so for agreement of the theory with the 
14 
experimental results, K = 1.075 z 16 J\. m. 
Equation (14) was solved for A using this experimental 
value, f o r values of H between 0 and 10km. Cloud base height h 
was taken as 0.5km, and the equation was solved for three 
- i 
different values of snow f a l l speed, 0.3, 1.0.and 2.0 ms . 
She results are shown, i n Table 2.2. 
As f a r as i s known, the conductivity with a 
precipitating sndi oloud has not been measured, but estimates 
suggest that i t l i e s between i and £ of the conductivity i n 
olear a i r at the ground. This suggests values of the order 
of 0.25 * 10"-1*" to 1.0 x lO" 1 1 1 , -A-"1 m"1. Prom Table 2.2 i t 
. oan be seen that this i s consistent with charging heights of 
up to 10km. I t can alBO be seen from the table that the 
results for different f a l l speeds a l l satisfy equation (14), 
the slower particles requiring smaller charging depths than 
TABLE 2.2 
Experimental values of slope (a) of Una of 
snow ourrent density versus potential gradient 
Author Date aC/V-V 1*©" 1 4) VOCAJKIO 1 4) 
ChalAera, J.A. 1956 0.92 1.067 
Ramsay, M.W. 
and Chalmers, J.A* 1960 0.94 1.064 
Reiter, R. 1965 0.93 1.075 
Solutions of Bqn. 14 for oloud conductivity 
Charging CONDUCTIVITY UTL1m"1 X 10" 1 4) 
Height (km) Snow f a l l speeds ( m a"1) 
0.31 t.o •> 2.0 
0 0.34 0.61 0.74 
1 0.26 0.44 0.61 
2 0.15 0.36 0.52 
3 0.12 0.30 0.44 
4 0.10 0.26 0.40 
5 0.08 0.22 0.36 
6 0.20 0.33 
7 0.18 0.30 
8 0.16 0.28 
9 0.15 0.26 
10 0.14 0.24 
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the faster ones. I t i s an observed fact that larger clouds 
generally have greater updraughts, and thus generate faster 
anowflakes, so the inferred result i s what we would expect. 
I t seems, therefore, that the proposed theory can 
satisfactorily explain the inverse relation i n the oase of 
the nimbostratus snow oloud. I t should be noted that one 
assumption of the theory i s of steady state, whioh i s 
probably never attained i n any oloud. However, the 
required time for equilibrium to be attained, aooording to 
the theory, i s of the order of one hour (approx. 5£.°/X ), 
and a normal well-developed nimbostratus w i l l preoipitate 
for periods usually longer than this, maybe periods two 
orders of magnitude higher i n certain oases. The oase 
of snow olouds whose a c t i v i t y varies over periods shorter 
than .this w i l l be discussed i n Section 2.6. 
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TE* wnmngTPATHa RAIN CLOUD 
The evidence discussed i n Seotion 1.2 suggests that the 
charging of the nimbostratus rain cloud involves the upper 
charging process i n the snow region, giving net negative oharge 
to the f a l l i n g snow and positive oharge to the oloud, and a 
lower process which reverses the oharge on the snow to give 
positively charged rain. The f a l l speed of the raindrops 
also varies through much wider l i m i t s than that of snow, and 
also depends on particle sise to a much greater extent than 
snow (Appendix 2). As has been shown earlier, the f a l l speed 
has a considerable influenoe on the spaoe oharge of f a l l i n g 
preoipitation, and hence on the inverse relation* Thus i t 
might be expected that the results for quiet rain are more 
diverse and oomplex than those for quiet snow. 
The model now proposed i s that the nimbostratus rain 
oloud consists of an upper oharging region identical to the 
snow oloud desoribed earlier, together with a rain oharging 
region immediately below i t (Tig* 2.5). I f the snow ourrent 
density at the interfaoe of the oharging regions i s I t the 
8 
snow oharging depth H > end the average snow f a l l speed \J~ $ 
s s 
then the potential gradient at the ground due to the upper 
oloud oharge and snow spaoe oharge, from equation (12), w i l l 
be given by 
Cloud top 
H« 
+ + + 
Snow 
charging 
zone 
+ + + 
+ + + 
Positive 
cloud 
Rain -
charging _ _ 
zone qo^jdbase 
"* Negative 
- cloud -
or air H r i_ 
I * * * * * * * Positive + 
* + + + + + + rain + 
V — \ \ ^ — ^ — ^ ^ — V Ground 
H s ' IVh He*HL*n 
hL*h H *h 
T ( I r - y / H P TI S/H S Is ° I r 
Cloud or air Precipitation 
charge density current density 
Fig. 2.5 Proposed nimbostratus 
rain cloud model. 
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I H 1_ 
x ) s 
(15) 
The precipitation ourrent density flowing into the rain 
charging region i s I , the preoipitation current density 
8 
flowing out of the region i s Ig» so that net rain charging 
current density i s I f i - Ig> l£ the rain charging ooours 
linearly throughout the region of thickness H^ , and the oloud 
base height i s h, then the potential gradient at the ground 
from equation (12) w i l l be given by 
The conductivity i s assumed constant throughout the oloud. 
By adding aquations (15) and (16), we find the t o t a l 
potential gradient at the ground due to the whole nimbostratus 
raim. cloud charge system i s given by 
F, R 1 m • • 
F 2 h + H_ ) + I (2hwfl H 1 S R toLTR A 
.. • (17) 
The second term i s the contribution from the rain charging 
prooess alone, and i s what we would expect i f only one oharging 
- 30 -
prooess ooours. The f i r s t term appears as a result of the 
upper charging prooess, and as oan be seen comprises a 
large number of variables. Unfortunately this l a t t e r faot 
precludes any more exaot analysis, as was possible with the 
simpler snow oloud, but we oan make simplifying assumptions 
i n certain oases. For example, measurements made when 
oonditions are quiet suggest that the snow and rain ourrent. 
densities are of the same order of magnitude, but opposite 
i n sign. Thus a not unreasonable simplification would be to 
assume constant proportionality between them, 
i.e. - b I g , where b i s a positive oonstant. 
Substituting for Ig i n equation (17) then gives us 
t . T , { 0 * h) ( 2h • Q . M, . Q ( i 8 ) 
Measurements of precipitation ourrent density at the ground i n 
oonditions of quiet rain and quiet snow suggest that b w i l l 
l i e somewhere between 0.25 and 4*0. 
Now i f the rain charging.prooess takes plaoe near the 
ground, h and Hg w i l l be very small compared with Hg, and sinoe 
\JT- w i l l usually be larger than I t , we can simplify Eqn. (18) to 
A 3 
give 
* a mh * H s „ {] . (19) 
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I f the previous assumptions are correct, then t h i s 
means that the inverse relation w i l l always he present, 
whatever the values of Hg Ug, \ or b. 
However, i f the rain charging takes place upon the melting 
of the snow, then Hg w i l l be approximately 1 km and h 2 km at 
most, so the f i r s t two terms i n Eqn.(18) w i l l be more nearly 
equal. I f b = 1, then the potential gradient at the ground i s 
given by 
-1 —1 I f we further assume Vj* R = 4 m» » ^ * 1 m 8 » 
H_ a 1 km, h = 2km, then the inverse relation w i l l be obtained 
A 
for a l l values of H. i f the conductivity i n the oloud i s less 
s 
••1it. —"J —-J 
than 0.75 z 10 -A- m . I t seems l i k e l y that the oloud 
conductivity w i l l normally be lower than t h i s , and sinoe Hg w i l l 
probably also be quite large, the inverse relation should always 
be obtained. 
Thus i t oan be seen that within the l i m i t s of the model, 
the inverse relation oan nearly always be explained. I t would 
be expeoted from the above analysis that we should f i n d more 
variations i n the constant of proportionality i n the case of 
rain, and this i s i n faot found. Ramsay and Chalmers (1960) 
have found values experimentally for different rates of r a i n f a l l . 
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and these are shown In Table 2.3. I t oan be seen that «*" 
increases with increasing r a i n f a l l rate, and hence the oonstant 
of proportionality K deoreases. Thus the assumption that the 
snow ourrent density and rain current density are direotly 
proportional i s probably not correct. I f , for example, the 
snow ouraent density depended on the area of snowflakes 
impacting, and the rain ourrent density depended on the 
volume of snow melted, then Ig = const. This gives 
us the same result as a value of b which decreases with 
precipitation rate. 
Measurements of the conductivity i n the oloud, and the 
height and depth of the charging regions should enable these 
problems to be solved, and the theory tested more rigorously. 
2.6 The Mirror-Image Effect 
I n conditions of steady preoipitation, i t has often been 
noted that the potential gradient and preoipitation ourrent 
density are opposite i n sign and ohange i n a somewhat similar 
manner. Moreover, with a suitable scale adjustment, the 
ourves of potential gradient and preoipitation ourrent density 
versus time have appeared to be a mirror-image of each other. 
Sometimes the ourves change sign simultaneously, on other 
oooasions one shows a lead or lag against the other. 
TABLE 2.3 
Experimental values of slope (a) of rain 
current density versus potential gradient 
Rainfall 
Rate (mm hr-1) ( X V ^ z K T 1 4 ) 
Va 
(/\m x 1012*") 
< .18 0.32 3.13 
.18 - .6 3.00 0.33 
.6 - 1 . 2 3.93 0.25 
1.2 ,-1.8 5.18 0.13 
1.8 - 2.4 7.09 0.14 
> 2.4 6.53 0.15 
A l l 2.19 0.46 
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Previous assumptions have been that the potential 
gradient and precipitation current density are related by 
an inverse relation at or below oloud level, and henoe ohange 
i n a similar way. The time lags between maxima and minima 
of the two ourves have been explained i n terms of purely 
aeohanioal separation of the charged oloud and the f a l l i n g 
precipitation by wind shear or similar meohanisms. I f the 
ohangeB of potential gradient and precipitation current 
density are brought about merely by the passage of more or 
less eleotrloaliy aotive portions of oloud, whioh themselves 
are i n electrical quasi-static equilibrium, then this explana-
tion i s probably oorreot. I f , however, these changes are 
brought about by eleotrioal development of the oloud, then 
this simple ploture w i l l no longer apply, and a more rigorous 
analysis w i l l be neoessary. 
THE DEVELOEEB& SNOW CLOUD 
I f we consider a cylindrical portion of a oloud, as 
discussed i n Seotion 2.4, and a preolpitation current of 
density I ( t ) i s leaving the oloud at a time t , then the oloud 
oharge densityyo w i l l be increasing at a rate dyo given by Eqn. (2) 
"dt 
- 3fc -
i.e. H dp HyO 
= - I ( t ) - ^ p - (21) 
where H i s the depth of the charging region and T the 
electrical relaxation time. 
For i l l u s t r a t i o n , i ( t ) w i l l be taken as a sinusoidal 
variation, such that l ( t ) = jg^ Sin wt. We can then solve 
Bon. (21) by integration to obtain 
= I ( 1 sin wt - w 00s wt - we ) 
. . . . (22) 
2JT 
I f we write T 3 /w, then p i s given by 
^ B i n C - J - ) - f cos (—) —7" 
.... (23) 
Fbysioally, T represents the periodicity of the change of 
preoipitation. ourrent density. 
For slow ohanges, that i s T » <V , Eon. (23) simplifies to 
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1° = 21i a i n (Si) ' H v T 
or p = T I (O 
' H 
This Is the result obtained for the quasi-static oase 
desoribed i n Seotion 2j5^  and the mirror-image effeot would 
then be expeoted to be i n accordance with the classical theory. 
However, i f fast changes are taking place, that i s I « T , 
then Bqn.(23) simplifies to 
£> = I T 
r 0 0 8 ( ^  > 
o 
Thus the cloud charge w i l l be 90 out of phase with the 
precipitation current density leaving the charging region, 
and meohanical effects w i l l complicate matters further. 
In between the two extremes outlined above, any phase changes 
0 o 
between 0 and 90 oan be expeoted, depending upon the rapidity 
of the change as well as wind shear. 
Numerloal solutions of Eqn.(23) were obtained by d i g i t a l 
computer using the values of cloud parameters calculated from 
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Seotion 2.6 for the case of the quasi-static snow cloud. The 
potential gradient at the ground due to both the oloud oharge 
and precipitation space' charge was computed, and the result i s 
shown i n Fig. 2.6. A sinusoidal ohange of preoipitation 
current density was assumed, with a periodicity equal to the 
relaxation time. For comparison, the computed potential 
gradient due to a moving quasi-static snow oloud system i s 
also shown. A detailed analysis of these oases i s given i n 
Appendix 3. 
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CHAPTER 3 
MEASUREMENT OP PRECIPITATION CURRENT DENSITY 
3.1 general Considerations 
As has been discussed i n Chapter 2, the most useful 
parameters of cloud electrification which oan be measured are 
vertical electrio current densities. The vertical ourrents which 
may exist are conduction currents, convection ourrents, point-
disoharge ourrents, lightning ourrents and precipitation ourrents. 
Conduction ourrents are the ohmio electric currents produced by 
the migration of atmospherio ions i n the existing vertioal 
eleotrio f i e l d . Measurements of these ourrents are d i f f i c u l t 
to interpret due to the relatively low mobility of the ions. 
The oomponent of the ionic velocity produced by the electric 
fields normally existing i n the atmosphere i s often small 
compared to the oomponent produoed by a i r movement. 
Convection ourrents are caused by oonveotive or eddy 
diffusive transfer of ionic charges from one level to another. 
Thus vertioal a i r velocities greater than the ionic velocities 
are required for these currents to be significant, together 
with a vertioal spaoe-oharge gradient. Point disoharge ourrents 
are the result of the production of ions by a process of collision 
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when the electric f i e l d i s sufficiently high. Raised metallic 
points several metres high begin to discharge by thi s process 
-1 
when the eleotrio f i e l d strength reaches about 1000 Vm at the 
surface of the earth. However, the latest evidence suggests 
that widespread point discharge does not occur from natural 
objects such as trees u n t i l the electric f i e l d strength i s 
several times th i s value, which means that the process w i l l 
not normally be Important i n nimbostratus oonditions. 
The precipitation ourrent density i s defined as the net 
preoipitation charge arriving at unit area of the earth's 
surface i n unit time. Rrooipitation charges of both signs 
are nearly always present, as has been shown by single-drop 
oharge measurements, and this i s true even when the net 
preoipitation ourrent density i s relatively steady. I t i s 
generally considered that preoipitation ourrents are larger 
than a l l other ourrents found i n nimbostratus olouds, having 
-2 
a maximum current density of around 100 pAm . The conduction 
-2 
ourrent density has a maximum value of about 10pAm , and the 
convection ourrent density i s estimated to be of about the 
same order of magnitude. 
Any oonduoting surfaoe exposed to the vertical eleotrio 
f i e l d w i l l have a bound oharge proportional i n magnitude to 
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the electric f i e l d strength. Changes i n electric f i e l d 
intensity w i l l produce corresponding changes i n hound charge, 
and any ourrent measuring instrument connected to the surface 
w i l l detect currents as a result. These ourrents, known as 
displacement ourrent3, are indistinguishable from other 
ourrents as far as the measuring instrument i s oonoerned. 
They are a disturbing faotor to be eliminated when measuring 
vertioal currents with a collecting surface exposed to the 
eleotrio f i e l d . A rate of change of electric f i e l d as small 
-1 -1 
as 10 Vm a w i l l produce a displacement current of about 
-2 
100 pAm . Displacement currents of several times th i s value 
are found i n nimbostratus conditions. 
3.2 Apparatus Design Criteria 
Having decided that of the vertioal currents the precipita-
t i o n current i s the most Important, the problem arises of how 
best to measure i t . Previous measurement techniques have 
fallen into two main olasses, those using rain collectors 
which are exposed to the vertioal eleotric f i e l d , and those 
using Collectors shielded from the eleotric f i e l d . 
Apparently the simplest method would be to isolate a 
portion of the earth's surface on insulators and measure 
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directly the current to earth, or the net charge arriving i n 
a given time. Unfortunately a l l ourrents are measured by 
this method, and displacement currents, whioh are not 
responsible for atmospherio charge transfer, must be eliminated 
or taken into, aooount. Short-term eleotrio f i e l d variations 
of the order of seconds are the most d i f f i c u l t to compensate 
for, and this has usually been overoome by averaging readings 
over periods of minutes, taking into consideration only longer 
term f i e l d variations. Automatic displacement ourrent 
compensation, using the differentiated output from a f i e l d 
measuring instrument or the output from a plate exposed to the 
electric f i e l d but shielded from rain, has been used by several 
workers with some suooess. 
Shielded oolleotors generally have the form of a collecting 
surface whioh i s mounted on insulators and surrounded by a raised 
metallic shield to protect i t from the eleotrio f i e l d . Displacement, 
oonduotion and oonveotion ourrents are thus not measured by these 
instruments. Their ohief advantage i s that no compensation for 
displacement currents i s required. Their main disadvantage i s 
that the shielding prevents some preoipitation from entering the 
oolleotor i n windy conditions, and i n certain cases the rain 
oolleoted may be only £ of that f a l l i n g on level ground. 
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I n particular, they tend to collect only the larger drops, so 
that i f preoipitation oharge depends greatly on particle size, 
severe errors may occur.' 
One of the principal aims of this research project was 
to obtain comparisons of precipitation current densities at 
two recording sites separated horizontally i n a direction i n 
the line of oloud movement. I t was thought that t h i s informa-
tion would enable the identification of electrically aotive 
oloud cells moving with the wind, as well as detecting 
simultaneous large-scale effeots. Thus, since time-variations 
of preoipitation'. ourrent densities were to be investigated, 
i t was thought necessary to have recording equipment with a 
fast time response, of the order of seconds rather than minutes. 
3.3 The Boosed Colleotor 
Since there had been some measure of suooess by previous 
workers with displacement ourrent compensation systems, i t was 
deolded to build a colleotor completely exposed to the eleotric 
f i e l d , and to obtain displacement current compensation by means 
of an inverted plate exposed to the eleotric f i e l d but shielded 
from rain. A collector was constructed according to a design 
by Wilson (1916), but incorporating improvements suggested by 
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Groom (1966). The collecting surfaoe was made from aluminium 
2 
i n the form of a shallow circular dish, 0.5 a i n area, with 
5 om high walls.• The oolleoting dish was supported upon an 
aluminium baseplate 1.25 m square by four P.T.F.E. insulators, 
10 om long and 2.5 om i n diameter. Horizontal grooves were 
out i n the insulators to increase their surface area, and eaoh 
insulator was heated electrically by a wire oo i l mounted on 
the baseplate. Insulator weather protection was afforded by 
means of three oircular skirts, two of which were attached 
to the baseplate and one to the colleotor dish (Fig. 3*1 )• A 
oircular guard ring 18 cm wide was mounted oonoentideally with 
the collector dish, to provide compensation for any possible 
charging effects oaused by drops splashing out of the oolleotor. 
Theoretically, drops w i l l splash into the oolleotor from the 
guard ring, which w i l l compensate for any which splash out of i t . 
As i t was intended to i n s t a l l a similar oolleotor on the 
roof of a Land-Rover to provide mobile observations, the 
prototype oolleotor was mounted on a 2 m high metal frame to 
simulate these conditions. An aluminium housing to provide 
weather protection f o r the amplifiers and power supplies was 
constructed underneath the baseplate. The whole apparatus was 
then erected i n a large clear area i n the grounds of Durham 
University Observatory, which i s situated just outside Durham 
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City. An inverted plate f o r displacement current compensation 
was then b u i l t onto the c o l l e c t o r frame. A c i r c u l a r aluminium 
plate, s l i g h t l y larger i n diameter than the c o l l e c t o r dish, was 
bolted to two s t e e l bars attached to the c o l l e c t o r frame, at a 
height of 2 m above ground l e v e l . Another c i r c u l a r aluminium 
2 
plate of 0,5 n area was then attached underneath the f i r s t 
plate by means of four P.T.F.E. insulators, 3 om long and 
2.5 cm i n diameter. The insulators were heated by wire o o i l s , 
i n a s i m i l a r manner to the c o l l e c t o r insulators. An aluminium 
s k i r t 3 em deep was then attaohed around the circumference of 
the upper plate to proteot the edges of the lower plate from 
r a i n (Pig. 3 .2) . 
The c o l l e c t o r dish and compensating plate were then 
connected by means of s o l i d coaxial cable to Rank Nucleonios 
d.c. amplifiers, which were situated i n the weatherproof 
housing. These amplifiers have s i x decade current ranges, 
giving a maximum f u l l soale s e n s i t i v i t y of 0.2 pA. A d i f f e r e n -
t i a l d.c. amplifier was then constructed and mounted on an 
aluminium panel inside the housing, and the outputs from the 
Bank amplifiers were connected to i t s inputs ( F i g . 3 .3) . The 
d i f f e r e n t i a l amplifier produces an output voltage proportional 
to the difference i n output voltage between the oolleotor and 
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oompensator amplifiers. I t was hoped that the compensator would 
be exposed to i d e n t i o a l conduction and displacement ourrents to 
the oolleotor, and that the difference i n t h e i r outputs would 
be equal to the precipitation current density and would be 
zero i n f a i r weather. 
I t beoame immediately evident that the two ourrents were 
not the same i n f a i r weather, and the d i f f e r e n t i a l amplifier 
indioated very large differences between them. Comparison with 
a plate mounted at the earth's surface showed that the exposure 
faotor of the oolleotor dish was about 2 and that e f the 
compensator plate was about 1. The gain of the oompensator 
amplifier was then inoreased by a faotor of 2 , but i t was 
s t i l l found impossible to obtain zero output from the d i f f e r e n t i a l 
amplifier i n f a i r weather. Displacement ourrents found i n nimbo-
-2 
stratus conditions did not usually exoeed 200 pAm , but the 
difference i n outputs from the two amplifiers was frequently 
i n exoess of 25 pA when there was no preoipitation. The output 
of the d i f f e r e n t i a l amplifier would usually gradually increase 
i n one d i r e c t i o n , then decrease to zero and increase i n the 
opposite direotion. I t was thought that the cause of these 
ourrents was mis-match of the displacement current compensation 
system due to i t s different exposure faotor to the oolleotor, 
to 
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together with the influence of low-level apace oharge packets 
moving i n the wind. The l a t t e r speculation was supported by the 
fact that the displacement currents were l a r g e r and more rapidly 
varying i n stronger winds. 
I t was thought that some of the space-charge effeots might 
he a r e s u l t of vehicular exhausts, and sinoe the Observatory 
s i t e i s situated olose to a trunk read oarrying heavy t r a f f i c , 
i t was decided to move the equipment to a l e s s polluted 
environment. Consequently, the apparatus was removed and 
reconstructed a t the Lanehead F i e l d Centre, which i s situated 
35 miles west of Durham Cit y i n the Pennines. The environment 
at Lanehead i s almost completely unpolluted and t r a f f i o free, 
and i d e a l l y suited to atmospherio eleotrio observations. 
Nevertheless, displacement ourrenta s i m i l a r i n charaoter to 
those i n Durham were found, and i t was not found possible to 
adjust the gain of the compensator amplifier to obtain perfeot 
compensation. I t was estimated that space oharge packeta some 
metres or tens of metres i n diameter existed near the ground 
and that these t r a v e l l e d with the wind, producing small-scale 
el e o t r i o f i e l d changes. Although the average exposure faotors 
of the c o l l e c t o r dish and compensator plate are 2 and 1 
respectively, the exposure faotors with respeot to low-level 
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charges w i l l be more nearly equal. This r e s u l t s i n over-
compensation f o r displacement cuxTOnts^&oduoed by low-level 
charges. Although i t was fea s i b l e to r a i s e the compensator 
plate even further to give i t the same exposure faptor as the 
c o l l e c t o r , i t was thought that good compensation might s t i l l 
not be achieved as a r e s u l t . 
I t was then decided to abandon the compensating system 
and to use the exposed c o l l e c t o r with the system of displace-
ment current compensation developed by Xasemir (1955)» This 
method consists of equating the time-constant of the ourrent 
measuring oirouit to the e l e o t r i o a l relaxation time of the 
atmosphere ( F i g . 3^4). The l a t t e r depends on the conductivity, 
whioh i s constantly varying, so a good matoh can never be 
aohieved. However, consultation of the positive and negative 
conductivity reoords obtained at the Lanehead station i n 
nlmbostratus conditions suggested that the variations were 
only of the order of 3Q& Even with a mis-match of_thia* 
order of magnitude, the errors a r i s i n g are not very large i f 
the e l e c t r i o f i e l d does not change too rapidly. From the 
conductivity reoords, the relaxation time was estimated as 
being between 600 and 1000s. The input time-constant of the 
Rank amplifier was set to 600s by introducing a 12,000 pF 
10 * 
oapacitor across the 5 r 10 -A- input r e s i s t o r . At no time 
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current compensation. 
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i n subsequent recording periods was any serious displacement 
current notioed, and t h i s form of compensation seemed quite 
satisfactory. 
A s i m i l a r oolleotor was then constructed and mounted on 
the roof of the Land-Rover, i n order to obtain mobile 
observations. The Rank d.o. amplifier was mounted on a rack 
inside the Land-Rbver and connected to the oolleotor by a 
r i g i d oopper wire which passed through a small hole i n the 
roof. Additional weather protection i n the form of a deflector 
plate was attached to the front of the oolleotor when i t was 
discovered that r a i n was being forced around the s k i r t s when 
the Land-Hover was being driven. Provision was also made fo r 
the i n s u l a t o r heaters to be operated from a battery, instead of 
the usual mains-operated power supply when the vehiole was i n 
motion. 
Unfortunately, although Kasemir's displacement ourrent 
compensation system provides instantaneous response to 
oonduotion current changes, i t integrates the preoipitation 
current with a time constant equal to that of the input 
c i r c u i t . Hence the exposed c o l l e c t o r s did not s a t i s f y one 
of the design c r i t e r i a , namely, that whioh required a rapid 
response to preoipitation ourrent changes. I t was then 
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decided to attempt to measure pre c i p i t a t i o n current density by 
another means i n addition. 
3.4 The Experimental Collector 
I n addition to the separate objections to the exposed and 
shielded c o l l e c t o r s , there i s s t i l l the problem of wind gusts 
near the earth's surface, which i s common to them both. I n 
precipitating conditions, the effeot of varying wind speed i s 
to vary the proportion of the r a i n f a l l i n g on a p a r t i c u l a r piece 
of ground. For example, 1 mm diameter raindrops have a terminal 
-1 
velooity of about ^ ns , so i f the wind speed near the ground 
r i s e s from zero to if ms 1 , t h e i r angle of f a l l w i l l increase 
o 
from zero to 45 . The proportion of the r a i n collected by a 
small horizontal surfaoe w i l l then f a l l from unity to about 0.7. 
Since most f r o n t a l systems i n the B r i t i s h I s l e s are associated 
-1 
with depressions, surfaoe winds are often as high as 10 ms and 
very variable. This means that any c o l l e c t i n g surface, even i f 
i t i s a representative seotion of the ground, may not c o l l e c t 
a representative sample of precipitation. The only method 
of overcoming t h i s problem i s to have a c o l l e c t i n g surfaoe 
which presents an equal projeoted area to f a l l i n g p r e c ipitation, 
at whatever angle i t might f a l l . The only geometric shape 
which s a t i s f i e s t h i s c r i t e r i o n i s a raised sphere, and i t was 
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deoided to attempt to construct a r a i n colleotor of t h i s shape. 
I n order to overcome the d i f f i c u l t y of c o l l e c t i n g raindrops 
on a convex surface without splashing, several materials were 
tested q u a l i t a t i v e l y i n the laboratory. The most s a t i s f a c t o r y 
material that was r e a d i l y available was found to be phosphor-
bronze wire mesh of 1 mm spacing. Water drops of diameters 
from 1 to W mm were allowed to f a l l through a height of 
several metres before impinging upon a sample of the mesh, 
whose angle was varied from horizontal to near v e r t i c a l . At 
large angles of impact the drops splashed through the mesh, 
breaking up into many smaller droplets. I f these smaller 
droplets were allowed to f a l l onto a second, si m i l a r mesh, 
they beoame absorbed on i t s surface to form a continuous water 
layer . At very shallow angles of impaot the drops did not 
splash so readily, but tended to beoome absorbed immediately. 
Splashing away from the mesh was almost absent and not thought 
to be serious. Tests were also c a r r i e d out using small water 
droplets of diameter l e s s than 100|im produoed from a vibrating 
hypodermic needle. These droplets were found to adhere to the 
mesh I n some oases, to bounce off i n others. At shallow angles 
of impaot nearly a l l of the inoident droplets were found to 
bounce off the mesh, even when i t was wetted. 
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Since the r a i n oolleoting c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the wire 
mesh seemed sa t i s f a c t o r y for the purpose, an experimental r a i n 
colieotor was designed using t h i s material. Unfortunately, i t 
was found extremely d i f f i c u l t to form a sphere from the mesh, 
so the experimental colieotor was constructed i n the form of a 
oylinder. I t was intended to t e s t the experimental colieotor 
attached to the Land-tRover, which could be directed faoing 
into the wind, so a c y l i n d r i c a l shape was quite satisfactory. 
The experimental oollector consisted of a cylinder, 76 cm long 
and 38 cm diameter, mounted with i t s a x i s horizontal by means 
of two p a i r s of P.T.F.E. insulators attached to braokets at 
each end of the oylinder ( F i g . 3.5)* This was then bolted to 
a frame attached to the Land-Bover roof. 
During periods of quiet r a i n f a l l of varying i n t e n s i t y , 
observations of the oolleoting c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s of the oollector 
showed that i t was quite sat i s f a c t o r y . Splashing from the 
oylinder surface did not seem to ooour i n quiet r a i n , even 
i n windy conditions. The mesh became uniformly wetted a f t e r 
a few minutes'exposure to r a i n and formed a good c o l l e c t i n g 
surface. The collected water eventually ran around the mesh 
and f e l l away from the bottom of the cylinder. The c o l l e c t o r 
was then oonneoted by means of coaxial cable to a Rank d.c. 
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amplifier mounted inside the Land-Rover. Experiments were 
conducted i n fair-weather conditions to detect any possible 
charging produoed by the drops f a l l i n g from the bottom of the 
cylinder. . After wetting the c o l l e c t o r with a water spray, the 
water continued to run off for up to a minute, mainly i n the 
form of very large drops. With the amplifier on maximum 
s e n s i t i v i t y , no s i g n i f i c a n t deflection higher than the 
ambient noise l e v e l (ipA) oould be detected. 
The water spray was also e l e c t r i f i e d by passing the water 
through a brass nozzle whose voltage could be varied, and the 
charged droplets were directed simultaneously onto both the 
coll e c t o r s on the Land-Hover roof. Some d i f f i c u l t y was encountered 
i n obtaining a uniformly charged spray, as the spraying prooess 
i t s e l f gave r i s e to oharge separation, but by trying d i f f e r e n t l y 
shaped nozzles and varying the water pressure, consistent r e s u l t s 
were obtained. During one ten-minute period, the current densities 
measured by the two oolleotors agreed to within 10$, and the 
amplifiers indicated a steady output of about 150 pA. 
The experimental c o l l e c t o r was, however, exposed to the 
eleotrio f i e l d , and i n an attempt to shield the c o l l e c t o r from 
displacement currents, a 5 om. spacing t h i n wire mesh was erected 
surrounding the c o l l e c t o r ( f i g . 3*6). I t was calculated that 
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t h i s outer shield would reduce the mesh cylinder's exposure 
faotor from 2.5 to 0.1, whilst i t would only intercept 3% 
of the incident r a i n . I t was also calculated that drops 
impacting on the outer shield and f a l l i n g onto the mesh 
cylinder would not t r a n s f e r a s i g n i f i c a n t amount of charge, 
provided the potential gradient at.the ground did not exceed 
—1 ••' 
ahout 1000 Vm . I n actual faot, very few raindrops i n t e r -
cepted by the shielding mesh f e l l from i t onto the colleotor, 
but instead they ran along the wires of the mesh. However, 
i n the f i r s t conditions of quiet r a i n that ooourred a f t e r 
completion of the apparatus, i t became obvious that the 
e l e o t r i c a l shielding provided by the outer mesh was nowhere 
near as good as that predioted. Large ourrents of up to 50 pA 
were found when r a i n was not f a l l i n g , and these were d i r e c t l y 
attributable to potential gradient changes. Further experimenta 
were conducted with earthed rods and other forms of shielding, 
but i t was not found possible to improve the r e s u l t s . I t was 
therefore deoided to abandon the use of the experimental 
c y l i n d r i c a l colleotor. 
3.5 The Shielded Collectors 
Despite the disadvantages of the shielded r a i n colleotor, 
the neoessity f o r a f a s t time-response measure of precipitation 
current density l e d to the adoption of t h i s apparatus. The design 
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Fig. 3.7 The shielded rain collector 
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of the equipment used i s based on the apparatus used by SCSRASE 
(1938), but incorporating a relatively larger diameter shield 
and modern insulators. A oonical aluminium collecting bucket 
was mounted on three 2.5 om long P.T.F.E. insulators inside a 
1 m high, £ m diameter aluminium shielding cylinder. Protection 
from drops splashing from the rim of the cylinder into the bucket 
was provided by a trunoated cone with a 25 cm diameter aperture 
(Pig. 3 .7) . The water f a l l i n g from the bottom of the collecting 
oone was oolleeted i n a oan below and run off through a brass 
tube. Insulator heating was provided by means of two mains-
operated l i g h t bulbs connected i n series. 
Two identical collectors were constructed, one was mounted 
on the Land-Rover roof behind the .exposed colleotor, the other 
was situated close to the exposed oolleotor at Lanehead. I n 
both cases the current was measured by a Rank nucleonics d.o. 
amplifier. The Lanehead shielded oolleotor amplifier was 
mounted i n the collector i t s e l f , below the oone (Fig. 3 .8) . The 
Land-Rover shielded oolleotor amplifier was mounted on a rack 
inside the Land-Rover immediately beneath the oolleotor base. 
The amplifiers were oonneoted to the collecting cones by r i g i d l y 
attached coaxial pable. 
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The displacement current shielding i n both collectors was 
found to he extremely good, .and even with rapid potential 
gradient changes associated with showers no discernible 
deflections have been obtained. I t was hoped to make 
calculated compensations for the reduction i n precipitation 
collection due to wind by taking simultaneous anemometer 
records. 
Pig. 3.8 The Lanehead shielded oolleotor Interior 
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CHATTER L 
THE DESIGN AND CONSTRUCTION OF APPARATUS 
2f,1 The Automatic Recording Systems 
Since readings were to be taken simultaneously at the 
Lanehead f i e l d centre, and at a mobile s i t s using the Land-Rover 
and since the taking of readings by hand i s laborious, liable 
to error, and d i f f i o u l t to maintain for long periods, i t was 
deoided that some form of automatic recording system was 
essential* Although pen recorders were i n use at Lanehead 
with previously installed equipment, i t was not considered 
possible to obtain, sufficient time resolution by ohart 
inspection for t h i s research project, and the laborious 
task of ohart analysing by hand would introduce human error 
also. I n addition, the recording system to be installed i n 
the Land-Hover had to withstand the shocks and vibration 
produced by travel and this precluded the use of pen 
reoorders. 
As a result, another member of this Researoh Group, 
Mr. W. P; Aspinallj designed and constructed an automatic 
recording system for use both at the- Lanehead f i e l d station; 
and i n the Land-Rover. Basically the system) comprises two 
units. The f i r s t unit samples the voltage input of each of 
ten channels and produoes a sequenoe of rectangular pulse 
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trains whose repetition frequency i s proportional to the 
input voltage. The pulse t r a i n of each channel i s gated for 
100 ms and fed to the output of the unit preceded by a 1 ms 
trigger pulse (Fig. 4 .1) . The output consists of a sequence 
of these 100 ms pulse trains and trigger pulses, at Intervals 
of 3s , giving a maximum cycling time of 30s. I t was arranged 
that the number of sampled ohannels could be varied from one 
to ten, whioh meant a smaller number of parameters could be 
sampled at more frequent intervals. 
Seven of the input ohannels were arranged to have an 
input range of 0 to -10V, the pulse repetition frequency 
varying from 0 to 10,000 pulses per second (p.p.s.). Three 
ohannels were provided with offset-voltage Inputs so that 
positive and negative input voltages could be handled. Zero 
Input voltage on these ohannels was arranged to give 5*000 p.p.s. 
output, and the input voltage range was thus ± 5V. Two identioal 
models of th i s unit were constructed, one f o r the Land-Hover 
and one for the f i e l d station. Both models were mounted on 
19" rack-mounting panels, with a l l the oirouits on plug-in 
boards for rapid, servicing and fault-tracing. I n the Land-Eover, 
the output sequence of pulse trains was reoorded direotly on 
an E.M.I, battery-powered portable tape recorder, after the 
pulses had been smoothed to render them quasi-sinusoidal. 
Fig. 4.1 Recording system trigger and data pulses 
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The Lanehead f i e l d station unit output was fed directly to 
the second output unit, which was permanently situated at the 
f i e l d station. 
The second unit comprises electronic counters, digitizing 
cir c u i t s , paper tape punoh and driving circuits. The output 
of the f i r s t unit, or the recorded output from the tape 
recorder, i s f i r s t squared to ensure good triggering of the 
counting oircuits, and then the number of pulses i n each 100 ms 
tr a i n i s counted eleotronically. The value of the count i s 
displayed on numerical indicator tubes, as i s also the number 
of the sampled channel. The count i s simultaneously converted 
into E l l i o t t binary code, and the coded number punched onto 
five-hole paper tape. The number of pulses i n each trains 
varies from 1 with zero input on the 0 to -10V ohannels, or 
+5V on the +5V ohannels, to 999 with about -10V on the 0 to 
-10V ohannels or -5V on the ± 5V ohannels. The paper tape thus 
consists of a sequenoe of three-digit numbers, together with 
spaces and line printer carriage control characters. I f the 
maximum count of 999 i s exceeded, the counters reset to zero 
and continue counting. I f there were 1200 pulses i n a 100 ms 
t r a i n , f o r example, a count of 200 would be obtained. As most 
of the oirouits were linear beyond f u l l soale, no loss of 
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information occurred i f the signal only exceeded f u l l soale 
for a short period.. The times when thi s happened were 
infrequent and easily identifiable. 
The units were calibrated by applying known voltages te 
the inputs of the various channels, typioal curves being shown 
i n Fig. A- 2. The calibration ourves are linear within 2$S, and. 
were found to be reproducible. D r i f t i n the recording system 
as a whole produced long term variations of the order of 1& 
A fixed input voltage produces a count consistent to within. 
± 1 er ± 0.1 J6 of f u l l soale. The performance of the system 
well exceeds that whioh may be expeoted of recording by hand, 
and i n particular allows rapid sampling of parameters. 
4.2 The H e l d M i l l s 
For the measurement of potential, gradient, i t was deoided 
to construct two identical f i e l d m i l l s , one for eaofa of the 
recording stations. Because of the nature of the projeot, 
simplicity and ruggedness were considered to be paramount. 
A single range with a maximum sensitivity of 1500 Vm 1 was 
thought to be most useful for the projeot. Tests were f i r s t 
carried out with a f i e l d m i l l of conventional design, 
o 
comprising a stator of four 45 sectors of a disc and a 
similar earthed rotor above i t . The alternating current 
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induced between the stator and earth was amplified by means 
of a two-transistor stage designed for the purpose by a 
oolleague, Mr. I.M. Strcmberg. Sign discrimination by means 
of an offset voltage or a r t i f i c i a l eleotric f i e l d was not 
considered suitable for portable apparatus, so various methods 
of phase*- sensitive deteotion were t r i e d , inoluding commutator-
brush assemblies and magnet-reed switch arrangements. However, 
a l l were found to be unreliable and very sensitive to position 
and mechanical effeots. 
I t was then decided to test a new design of f i e l d m i l l 
whioh relies am purely electronic deteotion and sign 
discrimination. This f i e l d m i l l , f i r s t developed by 
Lane-Smith (1968), comprises a stator and rotor of shape 
different from that normally employed, eaoh being composed 
of four 22g-° seotors of a disc. The voltage induced on the 
stator i n the presenoe of an eleotric f i e l d is; an asymmetric 
triangular waveform whose amplitude i s proportional to the 
f i e l d strength (Fig. 4*3). After amplification , the signal 
i s deteoted by a four-diode network, whioh produces an output 
proportional i n sign and magnitude to the eleotrio f i e l d . 
High frequency spurious noise or low frequency sinuisoidal 
pickup do not affeot the output of the detector. 
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The prototype f i e l d m i l l of this type was oonstruoted 
with a stainless steel rotor and stator of diameter 20 om. 
The stator was mounted on an aluminium base plate by nylon 
bolts, and the rotor mounted on the shaft of a 27V d.c. 
electric motor bolted to the base plate (Fig. 4.4). 
Preliminary tests showed that the waveform obtained was not 
sufficiently asymmetric and i n fact was almost sinusoidal. 
This was remedied by the insertion of earthed seotors i n 
between the stator arms and a guard ring around the outside 
of the stator, to present a more nearly plane surface 
(Fig. 4.5). 
A four-transistor amplifier was b u i l t to obtain current 
and voltage amplification of the stator signal. The f i r s t 
two transistors form a bootstrapped current amplifier stage, 
the t h i r d forms a simple voltage amplifier stage of gain 100, 
and the fourth forms an emitter follower 'buffer' stage 
between the amplifier and deteotor. The f i n a l amplifier 
and detector c i r c u i t i s shown i n Fig. 4* 6. 
The f i r s t f i e l d m i l l was rendered weatherproof by 
enclosing the motor i n a watertight aluminium box, and i t 
was then fastened i n an Inverted position by rubber mountings 
to a bracket on the side of the exposed collector equipment 
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housing at Lanehead. I t s amplifier and detector were 
enclosed i n a small aluminium hex inside the housing. The 
stabilised power supplies were brought from the f i e l d 
station through a twelve-way cable, and the detector 
output fed baok through the same cable. The f i e l d m i l l 
was calibrated i n the laboratory by applying known 
voltages to a fixed metal plate 10 cm above the f i e l d 
m i l l stater, and i t s exposure faotor in situ was obtained 
by comparison with the calibrated f i e l d m i l l permanently 
operating at the f i e l d station (Tig. 4 . 7 ) . 
A similar f i e l d m i ll was constructed for use with the 
Land-Rover mobile station. The amplifier and detector were 
enclosed i n the waterproof box surrounding the motor, and 
oonneoted to the interior of the Land-Rover by a six-way 
cable and waterproof plug. The f i e l d m i l l was mounted on legs; 
whioh enabled i t to be easily s l i d into position on the side 
of the Land-Rover, or to he removed for travel. The calibration 
and determination of exposure faotor were oarried out in a 
similar manner to the original f i e l d mill. 
4 . 3 The Anemometer 
I t was decided that a knowledge of the wind speed would 
be useful, particularly when evaluating the shielded colleotor 
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results. An anemometer i s permanently mounted on a mast above 
the roof of the Lanehead f i e l d station, and in addition 
Mr. Aspinall recorded the wind speed at several heights near 
the ground during periods of precipitation. I t was thought 
that these measurements at Lanehead would he adequate, and 
that an extra anemometer was required only for the Land-Hover. 
For this purpose a Meteorological Office sensitive cup 
anemometer was mounted on a 2m long tubular steel mast which 
could easily be s l i d into a sleeve on the side of the 
Land-Bover. A pair of electrical contacts in the anemometer 
olose twice every three revolutions, and so a pulse-rate 
counter was designed and oonstruoted to provide a voltage 
output for the recording .system (Fig. 4 . 8 ) . The circuit 
comprises a monostable flip-flop to provide pulses of 
standard height and width from the anemometer contact 
pulses, an emitter follower buffer oircuit, a transistor-diode 
pump ci r c u i t , and a Darlington pair output stage. Each contact 
of the anemometer gives a 3V positive pulse which i s differen-
tiated before the monostable input. The monostable pulses were 
chosen to have a width of about 100 ms and a height of 16V. 
The transistor-diode pump stage provides a d.c. voltage 
output which i s proportional i n magnitude to the pulse 
repetition frequency. Calibration was carried out by 
injeoting pulses of known frequency, and by using the 
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calibration of wind speed versus oontact rate provided with 
the anemometer. 
4 . 4 Rate of Rainfall Measurement 
Although a knowledge of the rate of r a i n f a l l i s not 
neoessary for the evaluation of the precipitation ourrent 
density measurements, as was discussed in Chapter 2 , i t was 
decided that this information might be useful. The 
experience of previous workers has shown that measuring 
r a i n f a l l rate over periods of the order of seconds i s not 
easy because of the small volumes of water oonoerned. 
Preliminary experiments showed that i t would be 
feasible to arrange a small bucket to operate a sensitive 
microawitoh when i t f i l l e d with water, and that this oould 
be achieved with less than 0 . 5 cm^  of water. A bucket of 
capacity 1 cm? made of thin aluminium f o i l was attached by 
a No, 22 gauge wire of length $> am to the mioroswitoh, and 
this arrangement, was fastened to a bracket below the shielded 
collector bucket on the Land-Rover. The microswitoh was wired 
to step on a 48-way uniseleotor which produced a steadily 
increasing voltage output by means of a resistor chain. 
This voltage was fed to an emitter-follower c i r c u i t , the output 
- 6 4 -
of whioh was oonneoted to one input of the automatic recording 
system (Fig. 4 . 9 ) . Calibration i n situ was carried out by 
introducing water at known flow rates into the collector. The 
2 
result of this showed that, with a collecting area of 0 . 0 5 m > 
-1 
a r a i n f a l l rate of 1 mm hr would produce a tip of the bucket 
every 35 seconds. The maximum expeoted r a i n f a l l rate of 
—1 
6mm hr would produce a tipping rate of one every 6s. The 
rate of r a i n f a l l oould be calculated from the time between 
successive tips of the bucket. 
In practice i t was found that the device was very 
sensitive to the angle of t i l t of the Land-Hover, which was 
di f f i c u l t to level at nearly a l l of the recording sites used. 
These various angles produced erratio tipping of the bucket, 
rendering the measurements unreliable, and so use of t h i s 
apparatus with the mobile equipment was discontinued. 
At a later date, a Meteorological Off ice pattern reoording 
rain gauge was loaned by the Department of Geography, and th i s 
was operated at the Lanehead station alongside the shielded 
collector. This apparatus produced a chart record of 
accumulated r a i n f a l l , the rate of r a i n f a l l being given by the 
slope of the graph. 
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4 . 5 The D.C. Amplifiers 
The requirement of the automatic recording system input 
unit for 0 to 10V or + 5V inputs meant that the outputs from 
the Bank Nucleonics amplifiers and the fi e l d mills needed 
further amplification. The Bank amplifiers produoe an output 
of + 1 mA f u l l seals across 100 -A-, i.e. 100 mV, the signal 
thus requiring, further amplification by a factor of 50 . The 
fi e l d m i ll detectors produoe a maximum output of + 400 mV, 
and hence a further amplification of 1 2 . 5 i s required. 
When displacement current compensation by inverted test 
plate was being developed, a d. c. differential amplifier was 
designed and constructed (Section 3.3). As t h i s amplifier 
had sufficient gain and output voltage for the recording 
system, i t was deoided to use similar amplifiers to amplify 
the Bank and f i e l d mill outputs. Two pairs of these 
amplifiers were constructed and each pair mounted on 19" 
panels, together with panel meters to display the input and 
output voltages of the amplifiers. A stabilised power supply 
was mounted on each panel to provide an 18V d.c. supply for 
the amplifiers (Pig. 4 . 1 0 ) . Unfortunately, as these amplifiers 
are two-input-terminal devioes, some difficulty was enoountered 
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upon earthing them. Seme of these d i f f i c u l t i e s were overcome, 
hut i t was found impossible to operate the Lanehead automatic 
recording system from these amplifiers beoause of tha 
impossibility of earthing their output. 
These amplifiers were thus rejected for use with the 
recording systems, and as an alternative, integrated circuits 
were considered. I t was found that S.S.3. wide-band 
amplifiers, type uA 70<?C, had good characteristics for this 
application, and so six were obtained for the purpose. Four 
circuits were designed using these integrated oirouits for 
operation at Lanehead, one for eaoh of the two Bank amplifiers, 
one for the f i e l d m i l l , and one spare. Since these integrated} 
oirouits have suoh high open loop gain (about 1|5#000),.. the 
gain of the oirouits used (Fig. 4.11) depends entirely upon 
the feedback network. The introduction of the oapaoitors i n 
the oirouits limits the frequency response of the amplifiers 
to about 100Hz. Two similar oirouita for amplification of the 
Rank amplifier outputs i n the Land-Rover were constructed and 
mounted on a 19" panel. Calibration was oarried out by apply-
ing known input voltages and measuring both the output voltage 
and the count produced by the recording system. Since their 
installation, a l l of the oirouits have performed satisfactorily 
and have not required attention. 
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4 . 6 The Power Supplies 
The f i e l d mill amplifiers, the integrated cirouits, the 
anemometer pulse counter oirouit and the tipping bucket 
oounter circuit a l l require d. o. power supplies of + 18V, -18V 
or both. Rather than use dry batteries or accumulators, i t 
was decided to oonstruot stabilised power supplies operated 
from the 240V mains supply at Lanehead or the 240V a. o. 
generator i n the Land-Hover. 
Two similar power supplies were designed and constructed 
on 1 9 " panels for rack mounting (Fig. 4 . 1 2 ) . Eaoh supply 
oomprises a mains voltage dropping transformer, silicon 
bridge r e c t i f i e r s , oapacitative-inductive smoothing oirouit» 
and transistor-oontrolled voltage stabilisation circuits. 
Eaoh panel has a positive and negative supply, each of whose 
voltage can be varied from 9 to 30V. The supply currents* are 
monitored by panel meters, and have a maximum value of 0 . 5 A . 
The output voltages of the supplies were found to be stable to 
within 0 . 1 V or better over long periods, and the mains ripple 
was l e s s than 10mV. Apart from mechanical failure of two of 
the voltage-controlling potentiometers, no problems were 
enoountered with the power supplies. 
Unsmoothed d.c. power supplies were also constructed for 
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the Lanehead and Land-Rover f i e l d mill motors and exposed-
colleotor insulator heaters. These supplies gave 27V d. c. 
with a maximum current output of 2.5A (Pig. 4.13)* 
4.7 The Nephosoope 
I t was originally intended to obtain oloud direotion by 
visual alignment of the advancing or receding clouds with a 
prismatic compass:. However, dif f i c u l t i e s were encountered with 
this method and i t did not prove sufficiently aoourate for 
the purpose. I t was then deoided to construct a Iteteorologioal 
Offioe pattern Besson oomb neph03cope. This instrument consists 
of a vertical brass spindle mounted on bearings to allow 
rotation, and carries a horizontal cross-piece on i t s upper end. 
The oross-piece has seven vertical spikes mounted eguidistantly 
along i t s length. The vertical spindle has a brass direotion 
plate to indicate oloud direction. 
A nephosoope of this type was constructed of brass rod, 
to lleteorologioal Offioe speoifioations, and mounted on a 5m 
long vertioal wooden pole which was concreted in the f i e l d at 
Lanehead (Pig. 4»14). Cloud direotion i s obtained by standing 
at a distance of several metres from the nephosoope base and 
aligning a portion of the oloud with the central spike* The 
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nephoscope i s then rotated by using nylon cords attached to a 
small cross-pieoe on the spindle until the oloud appears to be 
moving along the spikes. 
The oloud direotion i s then read off the direotion plate 
directly. Angular oloud speed can be estimated by measuring 
the time of traverse of the cloud between spikes, and by the 
use of simple geometry. I f the oloud height i s known, i t s 
speed can be calculated. 
4.8 The Lanehead and Land-Boyer Installations 
The f i n a l outdoor installations used at the Lanehead f i e l d 
station comprise the exposed oolleotor raised to 2m above the 
ground, i t s mounting frame and equipment housing, the f i e l d 
m i ll with i t s amplifier and deteotor, and a short distance 
away the shielded rain colleotor, together with i t s Rank 
amplifier (Fig. The indoor installations comprise the 
stabilised power supply, the Rank amplifiers output display 
meters, and the integrated oirouit amplifiers. These were 
mounted on a 19" rack alongside the automatio recording system 
(Fig. 4.16). A 12nray cable was used to oonnect the power 
supply to the f i e l d m i l l amplifier, and to oarry the outputs 
from the f i e l d mill and Rank amplifiers. A separate 3-way 
oable was used to oarry mains supply to the Rank amplifiers 
and heater power supply i n the f i e l d . 
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The Land-Rover installations comprise the shielded 
and exposed collectors, which were mounted on the roof, 
the f i e l d mill and anemometer, whioh were both mounted on 
brackets so they could be removed whilst travelling, and 
the Honda eleotrio generator, whioh was placed 20m downwind 
whilst reoording (Fig. 4.17). Inside the Land-Aover the 
Sank amplifiers, fie l d mill amplifier and integrated circuit 
amplifiers, the anemometer and r a i n f a l l oounter circuits, and 
the automatic reoording unit were mounted on panels attached 
to three 19" racks situated along the nearside of the 
Land-Rover interior (Fig. 4»18). The tape recorder and 
reoording system contact olock were situated underneath two 
of the racks during recording, and stowed i n a proteoted 
oompartment for travelling. I n addition a fluoresoent light 
was f i t t e d to enable recordings to be made at night, and a 
300V greenhouse heater was later added to prevent moisture 
from condensing on the instruments. 
Fig. 4.17 The Land-Rover Mobile station 
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CHAPTER 5 
EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE 
5.1 The Recording Sites 
The Lanehead Field Centre, originally a school serving the 
small village of Lanehead, i s situated on the side of the valley 
at the head of Weardale in- the central Northern Pennines, at 
an altitude of 440m (1450 f t . ) . I t i s located on ground 
sloping gradually to the north, and i s surrounded on the north 
and vest by a plantation of conifers. The surrounding 
mountains reach about 700m (2300 ft.,) i n height. There are 
no large sources of pollution within 20km which might 
influence the atmospheric electric environment. A minor read 
runs past the station, but carries only very light traffio 
except on sunnier weekends. Analysis of the effect of the 
space charges i n the exhaust gases of passing vehicles Upon 
the Lanehead instruments has shown that any effects are small, 
i f not negligible. 
The research project required the mobile recording 
equipment to be located i n a direction in the line of cloud 
movement from the fixed equipment. I t was thought that a 
time of around 1.000s for the clouds to travel between the two 
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aitea would be adequate. This Beans a horizontal separation of the 
sites of 10 km with a cloud speed of 10 me"1• The network of minor 
moorland roads surrounding Lanehead provides numerous available 
recording sites at distances of up to 10km, principally between 
North-Vest and South-East. At most points along these roads i t 
i s possible to park a Land-Rover off the road to windward with 
the vehiole more-or-less level. The sites along these roads are 
nearly a l l very exposed compared with the relatively well-
sheltered Lanehead site, and their altitude also varies between 
300m and 675m. This was of course not desirable, but oould not 
be helped. A map giving the main features of the area i s shown 
in Fig. 5.1. 
5.2 The Criteria for Reoording 
The c r i t e r i a for the reoording of data were of necessity 
very subjective. I t was often found d i f f i c u l t to identify the 
meteorological conditions from observations made at the ground, 
and this was particularly so at the Lanehead station. I n dis-
turbed weather conditions the oloud base height was often close 
to or below that of the f i e l d station, and the proximity of the 
surrounding mountains made i t possible to see only a small area 
of the sky. I t was thus virtually impossible to identify nimbo-
stratus clouds at the time of observation, and often impossible 
to distinguish them from any other clouds producing total sky 
cover. Well-developed warm-frontal systems oould usually 
be f a i r l y well identified with the aid of the 
Meteorological Offioe weather forecasts, whioh usually 
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predicted t h e i r time of a r r i v a l gjuite accurately. However, 
on many other occasions, steady continuous p r e o i p i t a t i o n 
occurred which did not seem t o he associated w i t h any f r o n t a l 
systems, and on some of these occasions nimbostratus oloudB 
were responsible. 
As a r e s u l t , mainly atmospheric eleotrio o r i t e r i a f o r 
data reoording were used. ELeotrioal measurements that had 
been made whi l s t the equipment was being developed had shown 
several q u a l i t a t i v e factors, f i r s t l y , the p r e o i p i t a t i o n 
current density from s t r a t i f o r m olouds was found to be always 
negative f o r snow, except when blowing snow was present, and 
positive f o r r a i n . The only exceptions t o t h i s were currents 
-2 
less than 10 pAm , which could not be measured with any 
great aoouracy w i t h the amplifiers on the range normally 
used. The p r e o i p i t a t i o n current densities from these olouds 
-2 
r a r e l y exceeded 200 pA m , which represents f u l l soale on the 
normal amplifier range, and they ohanged r e l a t i v e l y slowly. 
The clouds were i d e n t i f i e d as st r a t i f o r m from information 
taken from the meteorological Office Daily Weather Report. 
Shower and non-stratiform clouds produced p r e c i p i t a t i o n 
current densities whioh were basioally d i f f e r e n t from 
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strati f o r m clouds. Bain currents were often negative, snow 
and graupel currents were often positive. Changes were 
frequent and rapid, and the magnitudes of p r e c i p i t a t i o n 
-2 
current density were much higher, up to 10,000* pAm . 
Thus i t was decided that f o r readings to be made i n 
conditions of p r e c i p i t a t i o n , the atmospherio el e o t r i o 
c r i t e r i a required that the p r e c i p i t a t i o n should he 
continuous f o r an hour, and that the p r e c i p i t a t i o n current 
should change slowly and he predominantly negative f o r snow, 
positive f o r r a i n . Any parts of records containing 
-2 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n ourrent densities i n excess of 200 pAm were t o 
be rejected, unless very short i n duration. As a precaution 
against the disturbance of point discharge, readings were only 
taken when the po t e n t i a l gradient at the ground was less: than 
1500 Vm"1. 
5.3 Cloud Observations 
The oloud d i r e c t i o n was ascertained by visual sighting 
with the aid o f the nepbosoope. Whenever possible, the cloud 
d i r e c t i o n was measured at regular i n t e r v a l s before the onset 
of r a i n , i n order that any systematic variations with t i n e could 
be assessed. When higher clouds were also v i s i b l e , i t was 
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often noticeable that there was wind shear w i t h height. I t was 
thought that the higher clouds, being less affeoted by l o c a l 
topography, would be more representative of the oloud system. 
The cloud direotion was then taken as the d i r e c t i o n of the 
highest discernible oloud layer. The angular oloud speed was 
also measured using the nephosoope, except on the occasions 
when i n s u f f i c i e n t cloud d e t a i l was present, or when the oloud 
base was too low. The oloud height was estimated by eye, and 
the approximate oloud speed calculated. 
A recording s i t e was then chosen f o r the Land-Hover, 
taking i n t o account the oloud d i r e c t i o n and i t s systematic 
changes, and the cloud speed. I t was possible t o maintain 
the l i n e j o i n i n g the two recording sites w i t h i n 3° of the oloud 
direotion. This meant that a oloud passing over the upwind, 
s i t e would pass no more than 500m from the overhead positi o n 
at the downwind s i t e a t a horizontal s i t e separation of 10km. 
Any f u r t h e r oloud data, including oloud type, speed and height, 
were obtained l a t e r from the Daily Weather Report. The nearest 
weather stations t o Lanehead are situated at C a r l i s l e , 
Tynemouth and Leeming (Fig. 5*1)• 
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5.4 Operation of the Apparatus 
At the Lanehead Fi e l d Station, a l l of the reoording 
equipment i s running continuously and t h e i r outputs monitored 
on chart reoorders. I n addition, Mr. Aspinall has arranged 
his automatic reoording system to integrate many of the 
parameters and sample them hourly. At the onset of r a i n , the 
one-hour automatic reoording was manually disconnected and 
the sampling i n t e r v a l reduced t o 3s. The channels t o be 
reoorded were oonnected t o the reoording system input, and 
the parameter switch set to the number of channels to be 
sampled. Usually only four or f i v e channels were reoorded 
i n order to obtain good time resolution, and as a f u r t h e r 
improvement at a l a t e r date, only Mr. Aspinall's f i e l d m i l l 
was used, thus avoiding duplication of readings. Preparation 
of the f i e l d equipment before the onset of r a i n merely 
necessitated the checking and oleaning of insulators and 
heaters and zeroing the amplifiers when necessary. Spiders' 
webs proved t o be the most persistent problem* but apart from, 
t h i s a l l the f i e l d equipment operated s a t i s f a c t o r i l y . 
The Land-Rover equipment was ohecked eaoh time before 
i t was taken t o a reoording s i t e . I t was oonneotedi to the 
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mains supply at Lanehead, and the measuring and recording 
apparatus f u l l y oheoked f o r satisfactory operation, f a u l t s 
were often found t o have arisen even a f t e r d r i v i n g only short 
distances. Host of these f a u l t s were due to dry j o i n t s or 
broken wires produced as a resu l t of v i b r a t i o n , and were 
easily remedied. A p a r t i c u l a r l y severe cold s p e l l whioh 
produced a i r temperatures of -15°C gave r i s e t o f a u l t s i n a 
wide range of equipment. These were attributed t o physical 
changes i n the solder, whioh ooour t o a s i g n i f i c a n t degree 
o 
at temperatures below -5 C. The only other two severe 
equipment f a i l u r e s were due t o damage t o a Bank a m p l i f i e r 
electrometer valve and the breakage of a reed relay i n the 
Land-Bover automatic recording system. The exposed and 
shielded c o l l e c t o r insulators required more frequent a t t e n t i o n 
due t o t h e i r inoreased exposure to dust and moisture, and 
they were usually oleaned twioe monthly. 
On a r r i v a l a t a recording s i t e , the Honda a.c. supply 
generator was set up om i t s stand and started. The Land-Bover 
was then driven a f u r t h e r 10-20m upwind and positioned as 
l e v e l as possible facing i n t o the wind. The mains supply 
cable was plugged i n , and! the generator voltage adjusted t o 
22*07 by varying the motor speed. Whilst, the electronic 
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measuring equipment was warming up, the f i e l d m i l l was s l i d 
on t o i t s bracket and plugged i n , and the anemometer mounted 
i n position on i t s mast. The tape reoorder was oonneoted t o 
the recording, system, the reoording system contact dock 
started, and the system oheoked f o r satisfactory operation* 
Data reoording was usually begum at the onset of appreciable 
-2 
p r e c i p i t a t i o n ourrents, that i s i n excess of about 5pAm • 
Data logging then prooeeded automatically, but a oonstant 
oheok was maintained i n oase of f a u l t s or defleotiona i n 
excess of f u l l soale. The input pulses t o the tape reoorder 
were monitored continuously on i t s loudspeaker so that any 
f a i l u r e would be immediately noticed. The magnetio tapes 
required changing every 1*8 minutes, but the prooess only 
takes about 30s so that l i t t l e loss of information was, 
experienced. A f t e r 2 or 3 hours of continous reoording, 
the tape reoorder battery was exchanged f o r a fre s h l y 
oharged one, a prooess whioh could be carried out without 
i n t e r r u p t i n g reoording, and the generator p e t r o l supply was 
replenished. At the end of the reoording period, whioh was 
a maximum of 5 hours, the sero settings of the amplifiers 
were oheoked f o r d r i f t , and a l l the apparatus oheoked f o r 
f a u l t s * 
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CHAPTER 6 
THE ANALYSIS AND HANDLING- OF THE DATA 
6.1 The S t a t i s t i c a l Analysis of the Data 
The outputs of the equipment reoording atmospherio eleotric 
and meteorological parameters are i n the form of continuously 
varying analogue voltages. These outputs are sampled at 
periodic intervals by the automatio reoording units to 
produce time series consisting of discrete numbers separated 
by a oonstant time interval. Each measurement of a parameter 
made at either of the tiro reoording stations can be regarded 
as a valid estimate of that parameter. However, as with a l l 
experimentally obtained data, the measured values are subject 
to errors. Some of these errors may depend on factors which 
can be determined, such as the reduction in oolleoting 
efficiency of a rain gauge due to wind, and which oan there-
fore to some extent be compensated by previously obtained/ 
data,, This i s not possible with accidental or random errors, 
and the effeots of these oan only be estimated from the 
experimental data by an application of s t a t i s t i c s . 
Consequently, in order to obtain the maximum amount of 
information from the data, s t a t i s t i c a l methods have been 
employed throughout. 
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For a l l of the s t a t i s t i c a l computations i t has been assumed 
that the time series of eaoh parameter forms stationary random 
data. That i s , the means, standard deviations and a l l of 
the higher moments are assumed to be time invariant. Whereas 
this was almost oertainly not rigorously true for a l l the 
experimental data obtained, i t was found that the time 
series of precipitation current density and potential 
gradient were weakly stationary. Weak stationarity i s 
implied when the means and standard deviations of a parameter 
do not vary significantly between s t a t i s t i c a l samples of the 
parameter, and this was found to be true of the data 
recorded independently at the two reoording s i t e s . Weak 
stationarity i s a sufficient condition for the application 
of the normal s t a t i s t i c a l analysis techniques used for random 
data. 
For eaoh time series of experimental data, the mean and 
standard deviations were calculated, and no further explanation 
of these i s thought neoessary. As a measure of the dependence 
of one parameter upon another, cross-correlation analyses have 
been used. Cross-correlation allows the degree of linear 
correspondence between parameters to be estimated. I n 
addition, since most time series exhibit persistence, 
! 
f ( t ) <—T 
IT 
Ffg. 6.1 Autocorrelation measurement. 
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autocorrelation teste have also been used. These tests find 
the degree of linear correspondence of a time series with 
i t s e l f at a different time, and give a measure of the 
persistence of the series. Since the results of these 
analyses rarely give conclusive results, significance tests 
must be applied to see whether or not the results might have 
arisen by ohanoe. These w i l l be disoussed i n greater detail 
in the following sections. 
6.2 The Autocorrelation Tests 
The autocorrelation function for random data describes 
the general dependence of the values of the data at one 
time upon the values at another time. For data consisting 
of time series comprising discrete measurements, autocorrela-
tion analysis i s usually carried out by comparing a l l pairs 
of measurements of a parameter whioh are separated by a 
fixed time lag Tin a particular portion of length T of the 
time series (Fig. 6.1). I f we have a time series f ( t ) whose 
mean value JJL does not vary with time ( t ) , the variance (var) 
of the time series for the sample length T w i l l be given by 
v a r ( f ( t ) ) = l £ ( f ( t ) -ya.)2 0 ) 
t=0 
An autooovariance funotion oan be defined i n a similar 
i A terns °S 
manner to the variance,/as" the sum of the products of the 
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differences from the mean of values separated by a time r . 
Thus the autocovarianoe A (Y ) for a time lag *Y averaged 
over the interval T w i l l be given by 
A (Y) = |§/(t) y*)(f(t*-r) -yU) . . . (2) 
I f the data i s composed of discrete measurements recorded 
at a sampling interval of t Q , and the sample length T 
comprises N measurements, then the autooovarianoe for a 
lag *Y i s given by 
A ( T ) » ( f ( t ) - M ) ( f ( t + T ) - > U ) ... (3) N1yt = o / I 
In this case*Y w i l l be an integer multiple of t Q . 
An autocorrelation coefficient r CY) pan be defined as 
the ratio of the autooovarianoe for a lag Y and the varianoe, 
so that r (Y ) i s given by 
vaTTfTt)) 
From equation (2) i t oan be seen that 
A(o) =1 * ( f ( t ) -Jdf = var(f (t» ... (5) 
T t=o ' 
Thus r(o) for a l l funotions i s equal to unity. A plot of 
r (Y) or A(Y) against Y i s known as an autocorrelogram. 
Some typioal autooorrelograms for random and non-random data 
are shown i n Fig*. 6.2. 
rCY) 
1 
Sine 
wave 
1 
1 
Sine 
wave 
plus 
random 
noise 
r.(T) 1 
Wide band 
random noise 
Fig. 6.2 Typical autocorrelograms. 
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Atmospheric electric parameters occasionally exhibit 
sinusoidal or quasi-sinusoidal variations with time. When 
this happens, the data can no longer be regarded as random, 
but beoome deterministic, and the normal s t a t i s t i c a l procedures 
cannot be used. However, the autocorrelation function of a 
sinusoid i s also sinusoidal, so that an autocorrelogram 
provides a reliable method of retrieving perhaps hidden 
sinusoidal variations. As standard procedure, autoeorrelo-
grams were plotted for a l l the time series analysed i n 
order that periodio variations oould be identified. 
Autocorrelation functions are also used as a measure 
of persistence of the value of a given parameter. The 
result of a f i n i t e autocorrelation or persistence w i l l be 
to render observations of an autoeorrelated parameter 
redundant i f they are made at too frequent intervals. 
This also means that subsequent measurements of a parameter 
w i l l no longer be independent of each other, which w i l l lead 
to an overestimate of the number of independent observations 
and consequently to an underestimate of the possible errors. 
AW3S (1964) has shown that an autocorrelation interval L oan 
be defined which represents the time within which members of 
a series may be considered as being autocorrelated. He has 
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shown analytically that L i a equal to the integral of the 
squares of the autocorrelation coefficients for a l l time 
lags, so that L i s given by 
oo 
(6 
He has also shown that a good estimate of L may be obtained 
by integrating r ( T ) over only the oentral maximum of the 
autoeorrelogram. The normal s t a t i s t i c a l tests can be 
assumed to be valid for an autocorrelated series, but 
the effective number of independent observations N is•smaller 
than the actual number of observations n. I f the sampling 
interval of the parameter i s t Q , and the length of the time 
series T, then L, N and n are related as follows:-
N = T/li a nt^j. (7) 
The use of N instead of n i s particularly important 
when applying tests of significance, since i f L > t«, 
N<n, and the number of independent observations i s less 
than the actual number, 
Collin, Groom and Higasi (1965) have shown that the 
reoiproeal of the autocorrelation interval of the conductivity 
of the a i r near the ground varies linearly with wind speed. 
For atmospheric eleotrie parameters i t therefore seems that 
Cross-correlation measurement 
r(T 
0.1 
0.1 • Typical cross-correlogra m 
of unrelated random series 
Fig. 6.3 Cross-correlation measurement 
and correlogram of unrelated series. 
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the autocorrelation Interval i s dependent more on wind speed 
than on ele c t r i c a l effects, meohanioal replacement and 
mixing being relatively more important than el e c t r i c a l 
relaxation. 
6.3 The Cross-Correlation Tests 
The cross-correlation function between the random data of two 
time series i s a measure of the interdependence between the two series. 
More exactly, i t i s a measure of the linear correlation between the 
two series. The oroas-oovarianoe between two time series i s defined 
in a similar way to the autocovarianee of a single series (Fig. 6 . 3 ) . 
For two time series f j ( t ) and f g ( t ) i whose respective mean values are 
and fJ^t * n* e r oss-eovarianoe C(Y ) for a time lag 'Y between 
the series, averaged over a length T of the series, i s given by 
c ( T ) = i ^ ( f / t ) -yu,) ( ^ ( 4 ^ ^ ( 8 ) 
t=o 
Similarly the eross-oorrelation coefficient r (Y ) between the 
two series for a lag of *Y i s given by 
»(T) - c(V ) ( 9 ) 
[var^Ct)). var ( f 2 ( t ) f 
The oroBS-oorrelation coefficient for series related linearly i s 
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+1 for directly related series, -1 for inversely related series. 
Totally unrelated series w i l l have a ooeffioient of aero for a l l r . 
However, random tine series which are not infinite i n length 
frequently exhibit oroas-oorrelation coefficients different from 
zero even when the series are totally unrelated (Fig* 6 ,3 ) * 
Different sampling of the cross-correlation ooeffioient of unrelated 
series w i l l give rise to different values. The average of these 
values w i l l be sere, and their distribution about this value w i l l be 
predictable i f the original series are truly random. To assess 
whether or hot a given correlation ooeffioient obtained from 
experimental data i s meaningful, significance tests must be applied 
to see i f the result could oeour by chance out ef s t a t i s t i c a l 
sampling. 
Gross-correlation analysis and the plotting of oross-
oorrelograms are very useful for the comparison at different points 
in time of a signal subject to random variations. I n this oase, 
oross-eorrelation analyses were carried out between the data of 
preolpitation current density and potential gradient recorded at the 
Lanehead and Land-Rover stations. Peaks in the eroas-oorrelogram 
oeour at times of maximum linear correlation, and were expected for 
lags equal to the time of passage of cloud from one recording site 
to the other. 
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6.4 Significance Teata 
I t can be shown that for time series which are not infinite i n 
length, spurious values of correlation coefficients may arise. A 
non-sere correlation coefficient dees not neoessarily indicate that 
there i s a real correlation between two series, i n faet unrelated 
random series very rarely give correlation coefficients whioh are 
exactly zero. Therefore to obtain some idea of the reliance that i t 
i s possible to plaoe upon the values of computed correlation 
coefficients, tests of significance must be carried out. The result 
of a significance teat w i l l be to indicate the probability of a given 
value arising by chance out of random data. A correlation coefficient 
i s usually regarded as significant i f the probability of i t arising 
by. ohance from random data i s less than 0 .05. That i s a correlation 
coefficient of that particular value w i l l on average occur only 5 
times out of 100 t r i a l s . Thus i f the value i s significant at the 
95% oonfidenoe level, i t w i l l on average arise on 95 out of 100 
occasions other than by chance. Those values whioh are significant 
at the 99% oonfidenoe level, that i a those which would arise 
accidentally on average only onoe in 100 t r i a l s , are usually considered 
to be highly significant. 
I f the random data of the time series are distributed aooording 
to the normal distribution, the correlation coefficients calculated i a 
a number of samples of a given series w i l l be similarly distributed. 
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I f the expected distribution of correlation coefficients from 
unrelated series oan thus be assumed, the probability of a value of 
a coefficient arising by chance can be estimated fron the 
probability distribution by the Student t-test. For a correlation 
coefficient of r obtained from tiro time series, eaoh containing N 
independent pairs of data, a ooeffieient t i s defined by 
t = r A/N - 2 
A /1 - r 2 
Computed s t a t i s t i c a l tables are available giving the values of t 
corresponding to different values of r which might arise from 
unoorrelated data at various levels of significance 
6.5 The Processing and Analysis of Data 
The recorded parameters at the Lanehead f i e l d station were 
obtained i n the form of a series of three-digit numbers punched on 
five-hole paper tape* Before the data were analysed, a print-out 
of the tapes was obtained by means of a Greediii4e printer. The 
recording system output unit also punches.; spaces and carriage 
control eharaeters for the lime printer's© thaj each data set i s 
tatftfl&ted i n columns. A visual oheek^of ^ e , data was then carried 
out i n order to find any errors that had arisen from incorrect 
punching of the tape or other malfunction. Errors, mainly due to 
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occasional mis-punching of the tape punch, were often found. These 
were remedied either by removing the portion of tape containing the 
error and splicing i n a fresh piece, or by duplicating the whole of the 
data tape using the Creed printer and correcting the mistakes manually 
by use of the keyboard. 
The readings obtained at the Land-Hover mobile station recorded 
on magnetic tape were later converted onto paper tape by using the 
automatic recording system output unit looated at Lanehead. Each 
Land-Rover station record consisted of a number of magnetio tapes, 
and these were converted to an equal number of paper tapes. A l l of 
the papar tapes from a particular recording period were joined 
together, after the errors had been removed, to form a single 
continuous paper tape. The data that had been lost during changing 
of magnetio tapes whilst recording was inserted by hand, the values 
having been interpolated linearly. The time lost due to changing 
tapes usually amounted to less than 1J6 of the length of the record, 
so that interpolation did not introduce any serious errors, whilst 
maintaining continuity. 
The paper tapes were then fed into the paper tape reader at the 
computer terminal i n Durham and the recorded data transferred onto a 
magnetio disc storage unit of the N.U.11.A.C. I.B.M. 360 digital 
electronic computer situated at Newcastle-upon-Tyne. Although i t 
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would have been quite simple using the computer to convert the 
raw data from the three-digit numbers inte actual values of the 
measured parameters, i t was decided to carry out a l l of the 
st a t i s t i c a l tests on the raw data. Since a l l of the calibration 
curves of the recording equipment were almost exactly linear, the 
raw data were perfectly representative of the aotual parameters. 
Programs were written in Fortran IV language to compute the 
arithmetic means, the standard deviations, the autocorrelation 
coefficients for various time lags, and the autocorrelation interval 
for the time series of each parameter. Since a l l ef the records 
obtained at Lanehead were longer than those obtained at the Land-Rover, 
th$ corresponding periods were selected from the Lanehead records and 
analysed, i n addition to the whole of the Lanehead records. Cross-
eorrelation analysis was f i r s t carried out between precipitation 
current and potential gradient recorded at the two sites for various 
time lags, using time series covering the same period at each site. 
The time of maximum correlation was found by inspection of the results, 
and further oross-oorrelation analyses carried out with one time series 
shifted so as to give maximum oross-oorrelation for zero time lag. 
This was done because with records of fin i t e length, errors may occur 
when correlation analyses are carried out with time lags in excess of 
about 1596 of the record length. Theoretically, we might expeot that 
the two records obtained by such shifting represent independent 
measurements of the same portions of cloud at different intervals i n 
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time. The average values of the parameters at the two stations for 
these equivalent periods were compared, as were the standard 
deviations and the autocorrelation intervals. The average values 
of the raw data were converted into actual values of the parameter 
by referenoe to the calibration curves. 
In addition to the computation of s t a t i s t i c a l data, the 
computer was also used to provide a visual indication of the time 
series. A program was written which produced a simulated chart 
record for the parameters reoorded at the tiro stations for 
comparable periods i n time. Although ohart records were made at 
Lanehead, none were available for the Land-Rover data. I t often 
happens that visual inspection of records gives rise to information 
not obvious from the numerical data. The two simulated charts could 
be laid side by side and visual correlations carried out. In some 
oases the time lag for maximum correlation could be determined by eye, 
and the number of computations was thus reduced. 
As well as the Comparisons between the data simultaneously 
recorded at the two stations, single Btation data were analysed i n 
greater detail. The Land-Rover sites,, nearly a l l of which were very 
exposed, made dependence of the parameters with wind speed more 
apparent, and comparisons were carried out to determine any effects 
of wind. Also, the data from Lanehead were analysed i n greater 
detail. Some of the records were very long, and most covered a l l 
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of the significantly oharged precipitation that f e l l during the period 
concerned. With these long records, short-tern variations were 
eliminated by taking 5-minute averages of a l l of the parameters. I t 
was thought that this smoothing would tend to minimise local effeots 
and effeots due to meohanioal separation of the oloud and i t s 
precipitation. Cross-correlation analyses were carried out on the 
smoothed data between potential gradient and precipitation ourrent 
density, potential gradient and space charge density, and precipitation 
ourrent density and space charge density. Comparisons of parameters 
with r a i n f a l l rate were made in a limited number of eases, and the 
variation of autocorrelation interval with wind speed was studied. 
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Chapter 7 
THE ANALYSIS OP THE TffO-STATIOH OBSERVATIONS 
7.1 Introduction 
The preliminary t r i a l s with the precipitation ourrent 
measuring equipment and displacement current compensation 
systems at Durham University Observatory took plaoe from 
September 1966 to May 1967, after which the apparatus was 
transferred to Lanehead. This apparatus and the Lanehead 
f i e l d installations were completed by July 1968, with the 
exception of the shielded collector which was installed 
three months later. The automatio recording system was 
installed i n the sohool by Mr, Aspinall during the summer 
of 1968, although electronic interface problems prevented 
i t s use with the rain collector amplifiers until December 
1968 when the modifications were carried out. The Land-
Rover, which was made available for this project i n October 
1967, had to be completely re-equipped. The rain collectors, 
f i e l d mill, the associated electronics and controls were 
installed i n their f i n a l form by November 1968, and the 
automatic recording unit was brought into operation i n early 
January 1969. In early February 1969, the Land-Rover exposed-
collector's Rank amplifier was put out of action by the 
failure of i t s electrometer valve, and i n March the shielded 
collector amplifier failed when a switch assembly broke. 
Since i t was considered more important for the project to obtain 
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good time-resolution precipitation current records, the exposed-
oolleotor amplifier from Lanehead was transferred to the Land-
Rover for use with the shielded colleotor. The number of 
parameters recorded at eaoh station was then reduced to four, 
giving a sampling interval for eaoh parameter of 12s . 
From the beginning of January 1969 to the end of July i t 
had been hoped to record on every possible occasion of quiet 
preoipitation. However, the weather conditions throughout the 
whole period were fa r from satisfactory. On several oooasions 
snowfalls blocked the moorland roads around Lanehead, rendering 
operation of the mobile station impossible. One such period 
lasted from early March to mid-April, out off Lanehead i t s e l f 
for several days, and rendered a l l equipment inoperative for 
several weeks. Bven when the roads had been oleared, a strong 
or gale force easterly wind prevailed for many weeks. In oon-
ditions of snow, blowing snow near the ground produced strong 
el e c t r i c a l offeots, masking any offeots attributable to the 
cloud. In addition to these adverse conditions the period was, 
as a whole, f a i r l y dry, and nimbostratus conditions were 
relatively rare. 
During the three-month period from mid-January to mid-April, 
two-station observations were only made on two occasions. 
Between mid-April and the end of June, a further seven two-station 
results were obtained, giving a total of 16 hours of simultaneous 
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reoords i n quiet preoipitation. On three of the nine occasions 
the observations had to be rejeoted, two beoause of instrumental 
failures at Lanehead which were discovered only on analysis of 
the data, and one beoause of a large wind shift during the 
recording period. Of the remaining six records, four comprised 
simultaneous records of both potential gradient and preoipitation 
current density, one oomprised a simultaneous record of potential 
gradient only, and the other, precipitation current density only. 
I n addition a simultaneous reoord was obtained on a further 
occasion with the Land-Rover situated at Lanehead, 10 metres 
from the f i e l d equipment there. 
7.2 Comparison between the fixed and mobile stations 
Before analysing the simultaneous reoorda obtained with 
large horizontal separations between the stations, i t w i l l be 
profitable to oonsider whether or not the two stations measure 
the same parameters reasonably accurately. This oan be assessed 
from the simultaneous reoord obtained with the mobile station 
operated at Lanehead alongside the fixed apparatus. 
The period comprising the comparison run I s a 33 minute 
period commencing just before 22.00 G.H.T. on 2nd June 1969. 
Heavy continuous rain had been falli n g for nine hours at that 
time, and a 4-hour simultaneous two-station reoord had been 
made. The Land-Hover was positioned 10 metres upwind of the 
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Lanehead equipment, the wind speed being about 1ms~ . The 
variations of preoipitation ourrent density and potential 
gradient during part of the period as indicated by the two 
stations are shown i n Fig. 7*1• These curves have been 
plotted by hand from the numerical data. As o an be seen, 
general agreement between the two sets of instruments i s 
good, although there are differences i n detail. The average 
values over the whole period, the standard deviations and 
autocorrelation intervals are given i n Table 7 .1. The average 
values are i n ezoellent agreement, although the standard 
deviations and autocorrelation intervals do exhibit some 
differences. The oross-^oorrelat ion ooeffioient between the 
preoipitation ourrent density reoords i s 0*87, whioh i s 
significant at the 99% level, and the oorrelation ooeffioient 
between the potential gradient records i s 0 .98, whioh i s 
significant at a level higher than the 99.9)6 level. The 
autooorrelograms of the four parameters are given i n Fig. 
7 . 2 . The general shape of the autooorrelograms of preoipitation 
ourrent density and potential gradient i s the same for the 
two stations, although the Land-Hover parameters display a 
faster deoline, whioh i s reflected i n the lower autocorrelation 
intervals. The oross-oorrelograms are shown i n Fig. 7 *3 . The 
large width of the oross-oorrelograms i s due to the persistence 
of the correlated parameters, and this i s borne out by the fact 
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TABLE 7.1 
SIMULTANEOUS TITO-STATION RECORD 2HD JUNE 1969 
POTENTIAL GRADIENT 
(Vm-1) 
PRECIPITATION 
CURRENT DENSITY (pAm ) 
Lanehead Land-Rorer Lanehead Land-RoTer 
AVERAGE -108 -104 17.5 18.0 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 52 68 22 31 
AUTOCORRELATION 
INTERVAL 
(') 
212 147 286 180 
Tine of eimultaneoua reoord 
Wind Speed 
Air Temperature 
Horizontal separation of sites 
Maximum precipitation ourrent eross-
oorrelation 
Time lag for maximuaL correlation 
21.52 to 22.25 G.M.T. 
1.2 ms"1 
9°C 
10m 
0.87 
0(+ 6s) 
1.0 to 
p-W P(T) 
a s 0.8 99/o level 
9 5 % significance 
level 
0J6 
Lanehead Lqntf-Rgyy &4 
0.2 
2 3 4 5 6 7 5 9 7 1 0 1 
Time lag T (min) T(min)  i ) ( i ) 
Potential gradient autocorre lograms 
IJO 
r(T) rfT) 
0 8 
9 5 % level 
9 5 % level 
0.6 
Land-Rover he Lane ad 
0.2 
• 
ft) 
2 r(m T(min) 
Precipitation c u r r e n t au tocorre lograms 
F i g 7 2 A u t o c o r r e l o g r a m s of 2nd June c o m p a r i s o n r e c o r d s . 
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the width of the orpas-correlogram i s almost identical to twioe 
the width of the corresponding autocorrologram. The lower 
oroSB-correlation for precipitation current than potential 
gradient i s understandable. Each rain oolleotor collects a 
different sample of rain, and we assume that i t w i l l be 
representative of the rain f a l l i n g i n a larger area. However, 
the f i e l d mills effectively 'see' the same charges, and a 
greater correspondence* i s to be expected. 
The greater variance of the parameters reoorded at the 
Land-Rover station may be a result of the different height 
above the ground of the apparatus. The shielded oollector 
i s at a height of 2m compared with' ground level and the f i e l d 
m i l l 1^ m compared with 1m e The extra height of the Rand-Rover 
rain oolleotor w i l l introduce larger errors due to wind, and 
drop-splashing from the shield rim may be more Important because 
of i t s greater exposure factor. Nevertheless the correspondence 
between the two stations i s good, and the experimental error 
seems to be much lower than had originally been anticipated, 
7 . 3 The Two-Station Records 
A brief description of the meteorological conditions 
prevailing during each of the recording periods w i l l be given, 
followed by a description of the records obtained at the two 
stations. The average values of the parameters, the standard 
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deviations, autocorrelation interval8 y the autoeorrelograms and 
oroas-oorrelografflB w i l l be given, together with a brief description. 
The two-station results as a whole w i l l be disousaed i n Seetion 7.4* 
RBCOBD 1 12th February 1969 
A depression situated over the North Sea produced strong 
easterly winds over much of the B r i t i s h I s l e s . There were periods 
of snow or snow showers i n many d i s t r i c t s . At Lanehead, moderate 
snow began falli n g from total cloud cover at about 05.00 G.H.T. and 
continued until about 13*00 when breaks i n the cloud developed and 
a more showery activity was apparent. 
After some faults had been cleared, the Lanehead equipment 
oommenoed automatic recording at 09*22. Cloud direotion was 
obtained, and the cloud speed estimated. The Land-Hover was taken 
to a reoording site near Rookhope village, 7*95 kin upwind at an 
altitude of 350m (1150 f t ) . A power oable fault rendered the f i e l d 
m i l l and automatio reoording system inoperative, so that reoording 
of preoipitation ourrent density and wind speed was carried out by 
hand. Readings were noted every 12 seconds for a continuous period 
of 67 minutes, at which point the snow oeased temporarily and the 
i 
reoord was terminated. 
The results of the reoord and a summary of the prevailing 
conditions are given i n Table 7.2. I t oan be seen that the 
LandrRever collector gave a smaller average burrent over the 
TABLE 7.2 
SIMULTANEOUS TWO-STATION RECORD 
1 2 t h February 1969 
PRECIPITATION 
CURRENT DENSITY (pAnr 2) 
Laaehead Land-Rover 
AVERAGE -15.2 -10.1 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 27 14 
AUTOCORRELATION 
INTERVAL(S) 117 121 
EFFECTIVE 
NUMBER OF 
INDEPENDENT 
OBSERVATIONS 
35 34 
Time of simultaneous record 
Wind Speed Lanehead 
Land-Rover 
Air Temperature 
Cloud Direction 
Cloud Speed 
Horizontal separation of aitea 
Vertical Separation of aitea 
Maximum ourrent crosa-correlation 
Time lag for maximum correlation 
Cloud speed from maximum correlation 
11.34 to 12.41 C.M.T. 
-1 
2 . 5 ms 
7 . 2 ma 
-2°C 
-1 
8 5 c 
-1 10ms 
7 . 9 5 km 
98 m 
0 .69 
1 1 . 5 min 
1 1 . 5 ma"^  
rfrt rCT) 
1.0 
O B OA 
L a n d - R o v e r LflPenecd ae 
0.4 0.4 95V. 
level 9 3 * 
level 
• 
T (min) 
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rff) 
90 .9% level 
a s 
0.4 
9 5 % leve l 
L a n d - R o v e r r e c o r d 0.2 
leads Lanehead record 
0.1 
Time lag T i 
Precipitation current cross - correlogram 
Fig. 7.4 Autocorrelograms and cross-correlogram 
of 12th February records. 
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period despite the good correlation between the records at the 
two sites. The autocorrelograms and cross-oorrelogram of 
precipitation ourrent density are shown i n Fig. 7 o 4 « The auto-
oorrelograma are baaioally similar and there i s no significant 
departure from the autocorrelogram of random data i n either ease. 
The croBS-oorrelogram reaehes a relatively sharp peak of 0.69 for 
a lag of 11-Jr minutes of the Lanehead record upon the Land-Bover reoord. 
This corresponds to a cloud speed of 11.5 ms"1. The signifioanoe 
level i s 0.57 end so the peak value i s very highly significant. The 
width of the eross-oorrslogram peak at the SJ$ signifioanoe level i s 
similar to the width of the autooorrelograms and we therefore ooncluds 
that the spread about the peak i s a oohsequenoe of the persistence of 
preoipitation current. 
RECORD 2 14th April 1969 
A wann-frontal system assooiated with a depression ever Ioeland 
moved eastwards throughout the 14th April producing periods of light 
or moderate rain over the British I s l e s . At Lanehead the rain beoame 
continuous and steady about midday and continued until about 18.30 &.M.T. 
The Lanehead equipment reoorded from 12.20 to 18.30 G.M.T. The 
Land-Aover was stationed downwind at a horizontal separation of 
5 . 7 5 km at an altitude of 440m (1450 f t . ) . The Land-Aover reoord 
began at 1 5 o 2 0 and continued until 16.23 when the eleotrio 
generator failed. Throughout the whole reoording period the wind 
- 1 0 0 -
was strong and gusty at both reoording sites, although Lanehead was a 
l i t t l e more sheltered. The reoords for oomparable periods are 
summarised in Table 7 . 3 . A. part of the records obtained i s shown 
in Fig* 7 « 5 » t n e diagram having been taken from the oomputer -
simulated chart. The similarities and differences can be seen 
from this seotion. The autooorrelograma and cross-oorrelograms 
for precipitation current and potential gradient are shewn In 
Figs. 7 . 6 and 7 . 7 . The autocorrelograms have the same general 
shape, but those of the Land-Rover parameters slope more steeply 
suggesting a lesser persistence. The current oross-oorrelogram 
reaches a peak value of 0 . 6 4 for a lag of 9 minutes of the Land-
Rover upon the Lanehead record, which corresponds to a cloud speed 
of 1 0 . 8 ma"1. The 9 9 . 9 # significance level i s 0 . 5 6 , so that the 
result i s very highly significant. A s t a t i s t i c a l l y significant 
correlation exists from - 2 minutes up to 1 5 minutes lag. There i s 
no significant correlation between the potential gradient reeerds. 
The Land-Rover station results gave markedly different values 
from the Lanehead station. The average precipitation current density 
was nearly four times as large, and the potential gradient nearly 
double. The standard deviations of potential gradient are not 
significantly different, although the autocorrelation intervals differ. 
The standard deviation of preoipitation current density i s higher at 
the Land-Rover and the autocorrelation interval shorter. 
TABLE 7 . 3 
SIMULTANEOUS TWO-STATION RECORD 
14th April 1969 
POTENTIAL GRADIENT 
(Vm-1 ) 
PRECIPITATION . 
CURRENT DENSITY (pAm ) 
Lanehead Land-Rover Lanehead Land-Rover 
AVERAGE - 6 0 5 -1007 9 . 0 3 4 . 5 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 225 235 6 15 
AUTOCORRELATION 
INTERYAL(s) 577 
104 385 1 3 * 
EFFECTIVE 
NUMBER OF 
INDEPENDENT 
OBSERVATIONS 7 36 1 0 28 
Tine of simultaneous record 
Wind Speed 
Air Temperature 
Cloud Speed 
Cloud Direotion 
Horizontal separation of sites 
Vertical separation of sites 
Maximum preoipitation ourrent 
oro ss-oorrelation 
Time lag for — * j a H « correlation 
Cloud Speed from maximum 
correlation 
1 5 . 2 0 to 1 6 . 2 3 G.M.T. 
Lanehead 6 . 0 ms -1 
Land-Rover 8.1 ms -1 
5°C 
12 ms"'1 
2hk° 
5 . 7 5 km 
0 
0.64 
9.0 min 
10.8 ms"1 
pAmr* 
125 
100 Land-Rover 
75 
5 0 
2 5 
I I 16.10 .12 34 •16 .18 2.0 22 T i m e 
raM.T) 
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V m 
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Fig. 7.5 Comparable sections of 14th April 
two-station records. 
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TABLE 7.4 
SIMULTANEOUS TWO-STATION RECORD 
6th May 1969 
POTENTIAL GRADIENT PRECIPITATION . 
(v. . - 1 ) CURRENT. DENSITY (pAm 
Lanehead-. Land-Rover Lanehead 
•j 
Land-Rover 
AVERAGE -138 -746 15.4 37.1 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 55 410 13.6 34.2 
AUTOCORRELATION 
INTERVAL(S) 747 181 549 225 
EFFECTIVE 
NUMBER OF 
INDEPENDENT 
OBSERVATIONS 8 - 32 11 26 
Time of simultaneous reoord 
Wind Speed 
Air Temperature 
Cloud Speed 
Cloud Direction 
Horizontal separation of sites 
Vertical separation of sites 
Maximum precipitation current 
cross-correlation 
Time lag for maximum current oross-
oorrelation 
Cloud speed from maximum correlation 
14.45 to 16.22 G.M.T. 
Lanehead 2ms""* Land-Rove? 3.4 ms~* 
4°C 
7CT 
6.0 km 
1 5 a 
0.64 
2 9 . 2 min 
3.4 ms -1 
rCt) 
1.0 1.0 
0.8 as 
0 5 % 
level 
0.6 Land-Rover 
9 5 % 
level 
Lanehead 
i 0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
T(min) T(min) 
Potential gradient a u t o c a r r e l o g r a m s 
rCO p(7) 
1.0 
0 8 Q8H 
0A4 95°/ 
level 
0 4 95*/ 
level 
02. 
Lanehead 
0 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 0 2 4 6 8 10 ..12 14 
T(minJ Y(min) 
Precipi tat ion c u r r e n t a u t o c a r r e l b g r a m s 
Fig. 78 Autocorrelograms of 6th May records. 
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Fig. 7.9 Cross-correlograms of 6th May records. 
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RECORD 3 6th May 1969 
A oomplez area of low pressure extending from Southern I t a l y 
across Germany and the British I s l e s , together with a northwards 
moving trough gave r i s e to rain over much of the B r i t i s h Isles,, 
At Lanehead, continuous rain eommenoed about noon and by 13*00 
was moderate. The automatic recording system was started at 
1 3 . 1 5 GoM.T. and a continuous record obtained t i l l 1 6 . 5 2 . The 
Land-Rover was taken to a position 6.0 km upwind at an altitude of 
4 2 5 n (1400 f t ) . A reoord was obtained from 1 4 . 4 5 to 1 6 . 2 2 , at which 
time the rain began to ease. The wind speed was light throughout the 
record at both of the recording sites. A summary of the two equivalent 
records i s given in Table 7 . 4 . 
The Land-Aover station gave higher values of precipitation current 
density and potential gradient, and these parameters also showed a much 
greater variance as displayed by the higher standard deviations and 
lower autocorrelation intervals. Despite this, the maximum cross-
correlation ooefficient between the potential gradient records was 
0 . 5 , and between the precipitation current density records 0.64. The 
autocorrelograms of the parameters are shown in Fig. 7 * 8 . Generally 
the shapes are similar and correspond to random data, although the 
slopes of the mobile station parameter curves are steeper, showing a 
lesser persistence. The cross-eorrelograms are shown i n Fig. 7 . 9 o 
The precipitation current correlogram displays a very broad maximum, 
102 -
but with a f a i r l y well-defined peak f o r a lag of 29 mln. of the 
Lanehead upon the Land-Borer reoord. The peak value l a significant 
at the 9956 level. The potential gradient records exhibit a cross-
correlation coefficient of 0 . 5 for zero lag, which i s significant at 
the 99#> level, and a correlation coefficient of - 0 . 5 5 for a lag of 
27 minutes. The simultaneous correlation of 0 . 5 probably means that 
the two fiel d mills were under the influence of the same ohargea at the 
same time, which i s quite feasible for oharges at cloud height. 
RECORD 4 2nd June. 1969 
A slowly moving frontal system approached the British I s l e s from 
the West during the 2nd June, the system comprising a warm front to the 
South, an oooluded front to the north, with the point of occlusion 
situated around the Soottish border. After midnight and during 
3 r d June, the front became stationary before moving south-west. Rain 
f e l l i n moat regions throughout the 2nd and the morning of the 3 r d . At 
Lanehead a long period of drizzle turned into continuous rain about-
0 1 . 0 0 , but this ceased briefly about 1 5 . 0 0 . From 1 5 . 1 5 on 2nd June 
until 0 1 . 1 5 on 3 r d June there was moderate or heavy continuous rain. 
The Land-Rover mobile station was positioned downwind of 
Lanehead at a horizontal separation of 5 . 2 km and at an altitude of 
475m (1550 f t ) . A continuous reoord was obtained at this point from 
1 6 . 2 5 to 2 0 . 2 3 C.H.T. The wind speed was very low during the whole 
reoord at both stations. A comparable seotion of each record from 
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Fig. 7.10 Comparable sections of 2nd June 
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TABLE 7 .5 
SIMULTANEOUS TWO-STATION RECORD 
2nd June 1969 
POTENTIAL GRADIENT 
(Vm-1 ) 
PRECIPITATION _ 2 CURRENT DENSITY(pAm~ ) 
Lflaehead Land-Rover &anehead Lamd-Aover 
AVERAGE -99 -235 6.3 6.1 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION m 4J0 13.6 20.8 
AUTOCORRELATION 
INTERVAL(s) 968 596 626 327 
EFFECTIVE 
NUMBER OF 
INDEPENDENT 
OBSERVATIONS 15 24 23 44 
Time of simultaneous record 
Wind Speed Lanehead -
Air Temperature 
Cloud Speed 
Cloud Direction 
Horizontal Separation of Sites 
Vertical separation of sites 
Maximum precipitation ourrent 
oross-oorrelation 
Time lag for maximum current 
oross-borrelation 
Cloud speed from maximum correlation 
16.25 to 20.23 G.M.T. 
-1 
, Land-Rover 1 „4 ms 
10°G 
-1 4 ms 
240° 
5.2 km 
35 m 
0.50 
77 min 
1.1 
-1 
Lanehecd Land-Rover 
0 2 4 6 8 10 
Potential gradient autocorrelograms 
Lanehead Land-Rover 
"° 2 4 t *• ? A2- I * 0 2 4 6 6 10 12 14 Time lag f (mm) T(min) 
Precipitation current autocorrelograms 
Fig. 7.11 Autocorrelograms of 2nd June records. 
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tho two stations i s shown i n Fig. 7 .10 . The whole of the simultaneous 
records are summarised i n Table 7*5 . 
The averages of precipitation current density recorded at the 
two stations are i n ezoellent agreement, especially considering the 
very low currents throughput the period, the large separation of the 
sites and slow movement of the clouds. The Land-Rover site 
parameters showed more variance and less persistence than those 
i 
at the Lanehead site, and the potential gradient was also higher at 
the mobile station. The autooorrelograma of the parameters are shown 
in Fig. 7.H > They do hot differ markedly from each ether, but again 
the parameters reoorded at the Land-Jtover exhibit a lessor persistence 
than the same parameters reoorded at Lahehead. The oross-oorrelograms 
are given i n Fig. 7 .12 . The notable points are the relatively sharp 
peak i n the current oorrelogram for a time lag of 77 minutes of the 
Land-Rover upon the Lanehead record and the significant oorrelation 
for zero time lag. The potential gradient oorrelogram shows a very 
notable peak at about zero time lag, and a peak at 80 minutes time lag. 
Although the l a t t e r peak i s s t a t i s t i c a l l y insignificant, in view of the 
current oorrelogram peak for an almost identioal time lag, i t i s very 
probably physically significant. The strong correlation for sere time 
lag oan probably be explained by the two f i e l d mills being affected by 
the same oharge systems simultaneously* 
- l e t 
RECORD 5 20th June 1969 
A depression situated to the North of Ireland and an assooiated 
occluded front produced rain oyer the Briti s h I s l e s during the early 
part ef the day. At Lanehead, light continuous rain oommenoed about 
06.00 &.1I.T. and continued t i l l about 12.00. The mobile station was 
positioned downwind at a horizontal separation of 5»0 km and an 
altitutude of 565m (1850 f t ) . A continuous record was obtained at 
this site from 08.04 to 09.17 when the rain became very light. 
Throughout the recording period the wind was very strong and gusty at 
the Land-Rover site but only moderate at Lanehead. The reoord i s 
summarised i n Table 7.6D ThOvdifferences between the stations on this 
ooeasion were very great, particularly with respect to the 
precipitation ourreat reoords. At Lanehead the precipitation showed 
very l i t t l e e l e c t r i c a l activity with a peak value of about 7o0 pA m . 
At the Latff-Rover s i t e however there was notable eleotrioal activity, 
-2 
and a maximum precipitation ourrsnt of over 200 pA m was measured. 
The potential gradient at the mobile site was higher, as i t had been 
on previous occasions. The autocorrelation intervals however, were 
smaller at Lanehead than at the Land-Rover, and this had never 
oocurred before, even on windless occasions. The autoeorrelograms 
(Fig. 7<>13) are not unusual, showing the characteristics of random 
data. The oross-oorrelograms, however (Fig. 7*14), do not show any 
marked features, and i n neither oase was there any significant 
correlation. 
TABLE 7.6 
SIMULTANEOUS TffO-STATION RECORD 
20th June 1969 
POTENTIAL GRADIENT 
(Vm-1 ) 
PRECIPITATION 
CURRENT DBNSITY(pAm"2) 
Lanehead Land-Rover Lanehead Land-Rover 
AVERAGE -201 -518 1.7 11.0 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 86 475 1.75 41.0 
AUTOCORRELATION 
INTERVAL(s) 441 726 205 387 
EFFECTIVE NUMBER 
OF INDEPENDENT 
OBSERVATIONS 10 6 21 11 
Time of simultaneous record 
Wind Speed 
Air Temperature 
Cloud Speed 
Cloud Direction 
Horizontal separation of sites 
Vertical separation of sites 
Maximum precipitation current 
cross-correlation 
Time lag for maximum cross-correlation 
Cloud speed from maximum correlation 
08.04 to 09.17 G-.M.T. 
-1 -1 Lanehead 4 ms Land-Rover 8.1 ms 
10°C 
-1 12 ms 
138° 
5.0 km 
125 m 
0.33 
18 min 
4.6 ms -1 
1.0 1.0 
rCf) rflO 
0.8 OB 
level 
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level 
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TABLE 7.7 
SIMULTANEOUS TWO-STATION RECORD 
26th JUNE 1969 
POTENTIAL GRADIENT 
<VnH) 
Lanehead Land-Rover 
AVERAGE - 6 t -166 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 100 87 
AUTOCORRELATION 
INTERVAL(s) 290 123 
EFFECTIVE 
NUMBER OF 
INDEPENDENT 
OBSERVATIONS 10 23 
Time of simultaneous record 
Wind Speed Lanehead 6 ms 
Air Temperature 
Cloud Speed 
Cloud Direotion 
Horizontal separation of sites 
Vertioal separation of sitea 
19.21 to 20.09 G.H.T. 
-1 Land-Rover 14 ms 
15°C 
-1 
-1 
16" ms 
202° 
6.0 km 
235 m 
banenead 
0 2 4 "5 8 10 12 14 
Y(min) 
Potential gradient autocorrelograms 
Land-Rover 
T(min) 
9S%_ __ 
level 
as 
r(T) 
0.4 
0.3 
0.2 
0.1 
^8 -i"» -14 -i2 -io\-e 
85% 
'level" 
Land-Rover record 
leads 
Lanehead record 
6 "5 10 12 14 1*6 18 
Time lag t (min) *e -4 0 2 -0.1 
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-0.3 
-as 
Potential gradient cross-correlogram 
.93* 
"level" 
g. 7.15 Autocorrelograms and cross-correlogram 
of 26th June records. 
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RBCORD 6 26th June 1969 
A depression west of 8ootland and i t s associated frontal 
system moved steadily westwards over the Br i t i s h i s l e s giving light 
rain and drizzle i n many areas. At Lanehead intermittent light 
drissle during the late afternoon became heavier and continuous about 
18,00. The Land-Hover was taken to a recording si t e upwind of 
Lanehead at a horizontal separation of 6 km and an altitude of 675 
The wind speed at this site was 16 ms 1 which prevented the use of 
the shielded collector as i t did not colleot any precipitation. A 
record of potential gradient only was made from 19*21 to 20.09 at 
this s i t e . During the whole period the mobile station remained above 
oloud base whioh was at m altitude of approximately 550 m. The 
reoords are summarised i n Table 7 . 7 . The Land-Hover potential 
gradient was higher than that at Lanehead, although i t s standard 
deviation was smaller. The autocorrelation interval of the potential 
gradient recorded i n the cloud was less than half that of the 
potential gradient reoorded at Lanehead, whioh i s i n accordance with 
expectations. The autooorrelograms show a slight tendency 'to 
sinusoidal variations, but i t does not appear to be s t a t i s t i c a l l y 
significant. The cross-oorrelogram (Fig. 7 .15) does not show any 
st a t i s t i c a l l y significant correlation, although there i s a f a i r l y 
high negative correlation between lags of zero and eight minutes 
whieh corresponds to a period i n which the cloud was between the 
two stations, and the maximum negative correlation corresponds well 
with the time of travel of the olouda between the stations* 
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7.4 DI3CU3SI0W OP THE TffO-STATION WTWTT.TH 
(a) The cross-correlation results 
Of the six occasions that simultaneouB tiro-station 
observations were obtained, four produced s t a t i s t i c a l l y significant 
correlation between precipitation ourrent density, and three between 
potential gradient, at the two stations. I n the four oases, the 
maximum oross-oorrelatien coefficient occurred for a lag of the 
downwind station record on the upwind record, and at a time consistent 
with the disturbance travelling with the cloud i n the direction of i t s 
motion. This suggests that the primary oause of the time variation of 
the eleotrioal parameters i s due to movement of the cloud rather than 
i t s eleotrioal development. I f these four maximum correlation 
coefficients are plotted against the time of travel of the cloud 
between the stations (Fig. 7.16), i t can be seen that there i s a 
doorcase with time. This decrease i s very much slower than that 
exhibited by the precipitation ourrent autocorrelograma, which 
indicate a maximum persistence of about 20 minutes. The diagram 
perhaps indicates the true autocorrelation length of a nimbo stratus 
,oloud, and indicates that i t might be as long as several hours. 
In addition, on two of the occasions, a s t a t i s t i c a l l y significant 
preoipitation ourrent correlation was found between the stations, far-
zero time lag, that i s simultaneous records. The f i r s t of these on 
the 14th April (Fig. 7.7) may not be physio a l l y significant because 
0.9 
Maximum 0.8 
precipitation 
current cross- n.7 
correlation 
coefficient 0.6 
between the 
two stations n.5 
0-1 
180 120 150 9 0 6 0 3 0 
Time lag. of maximum 
current correlation (min) 
7.16 Dependence of maximum precipitation 
current correlation on time lag 
between the two stations. 
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the correlation extends from time lags of - 2 min up to +15 min, 
and might therefore he due to persistence across the cloud. The 
time lag for maximum current correlation (9 mins) i s not far 
different from the precipitation current correlation interval 
(6£ mins), which ae*ma to support thi s . On the other occasion, 
however, the 2nd June (Fig. 7 . 1 2 ) , there i s a significant correlation 
peak at zero time lag as well as at a time lag corresponding to the 
cloud travel time and these peaks are separated by a long period 
where there i s no correlation. I t appears on this occasion that the 
precipitation currents at the two sites varied at least partly 
simultaneously, or at least, that part of the variations at the two 
sites were controlled by effects operating over a large area, of the 
cloud. This effect was certainly not due to persistence as the time 
of travel of the cloud (77 Bins) between the sites was much longer 
than the current autocorrelation interval (1G£ mins). 
The potential gradient oorrelograms for the 6th May (Fig. 7 .9 ) 
and 2nd June show a well-defined positive correlation for a time lag 
of about sero. As remarked earlier, this i s almost oertainly due to 
the f i e l d mills at the two stations being in flue no ed by the same 
oharges at the same time, and that the existenoe of large-scale 
phenomena cannot be inferred. However, these results are important 
from another point of view. On both of these^oooasions the Land-
Rover site was at about the same altitude as the Lanehead site, btrt 
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separated by a mountain ridge about 200m higher. Thus the charges 
which were simultaneously influencing the two stations could not 
have been near to the ground, but must at least have been at 
cloud base height several hundred metres above the stations. Hence 
i t i s inferred that charge separation does take place within the 
cloud, and not wholly near the ground as suggested by some workers. 
(b) The Station Differences 
Despite the high correlations obtained with large separation 
of the stations on certain ocoasions, the two stations did show wide 
differences. The comparison run of the two stations alongside each 
other showed that the average values would be expected to be similar, 
but that the parameters recorded at the mobile site would exhibit 
greater variance and lesser persistence. This was found to be so on 
nearly a l l of the recording periods, but the differences were greater 
than would be expected from purely instrumental differences. In 
addition, i n a l l of the reoorded periods the potential gradient at the 
mobile site was much higher than at Lanehead, and on many ocoasions 
of rain the precipitation current density was much higher too. 
The occasions of excess rain currents at the mobile site 
coincide with the reoording periods when there was a strong wind. 
There does not seem to be any effeot due to the difference i n 
height of the stations, which was very small. The f i r s t consideration 
i s therefore whether or not the exposed oolleotor on the Land-Rover 
Percentage 
excess of 400-
a v e r a g e 
precipitation 
current at 
exposed site 3 0 0 
over that at 
sheltered site 
2 0 0 
100 
i O 2 4 6 8 10 12 14 
Cloud speed (ms"*) 
g. 7.17 Dependence of precipitation current density 
upon exposure of recording site. 
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w i l l give rise to spurious currents i n high winds. I t w i l l be 
expected that drops hitting the outer shield and splashing off w i l l 
carry a sign opposite to the potential gradient, that i s , usually 
positive. The amount of oharge oarried w i l l be proportional to 
the potential gradient, which w i l l be enhanced by the elevation of 
the oolleotor. Several estimates have been made of the magnitude of 
this effect (e.g. Collin and Raisbeck (1?64)), and i t seems that i n the 
most unfavourable conditions, with a r a i n f a l l rate of 5 mm hr"^ and a 
potential gradient of 1000 vm , the measured current may be i n error 
-2 
by as much as 10 pA m „ As the records show, the average currents 
over the recording periods differed by more than this amount on 
several occasions, whilst the peak currents often differed by more than 
ten times this value. I t therefore seems that there may be a real 
difference in the parameters reoorded at the two stations, and that 
this difference i s i n some way dependent upon the wind speed 
(Pig. 7-17)o 
The difference i n the values of potential gradient recorded at 
the two sites may, at least i n part, be due to the difference i n 
exposure of the two sites. I n i t s sheltered position, Lanehead may 
be shielded from the effects of some cloud charges* However, the 
difference i s very great in some cases and may be due to a real 
difference between the sites. I f this i s so, this becomes consistent 
with the excess of precipitation current density at the mobile site on 
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oertain occasions, and perhaps suggests that there i s a local 
charge separation effect near the ground which depends on looal 
topography, as well as effects on a wider scale attributable to the 
cloud. Drop-shattering i n turbulence near the ground w i l l satisfy 
these conditions and explain some of the discrepancies between the 
stations, A further analysis of the effect of wind i s made in the 
following Chapter, as well as analyses of the long Lanehead reoords. 
A complete discussion of a l l the results w i l l follow i n Chapter 9« 
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CHAPTER 8 
THE ANALYSIS OP THE SIN5LE-STATI0H OBSERVATIONS 
8.1 The Effects of Wind Speed 
I t has been suggested in the previous chapter that, although there 
may be discrepancies due to instrumental errors, the more exposed 
sites are subject to enhanced rain electrification, and this effect 
may be. attributable to the increased wind speed and associated 
turbulence at those sites. Since the effects were most notioeable 
with the Land-Rover situated at exposed sites, i t was deoided to carry 
out an analysis of the effeots of wind speed on a shorter time soale 
upon the measurements of precipitation current density and potential 
gradient obtained at the mobile station. 
On a l l four of the occasions of rain when precipitation ourrent 
density was measured simultaneously at the two stations, a continuous 
record of wind speed was also obtained at the Land-Hover. Computer 
programs were written to caloulate the correlation ooefficients for 
various time lags between wind speed and precipitation current density 
and between the square of wind speed and preoipitation ourrent density. 
Similar calculations were made for potential gratiaent also. In none of 
the four periods analysed was there any significant correlation between 
potential gradient and wind speed, but on three of the four occasions 
there was significant correlation between precipitation ourrent 
density and wind speed and the square of wind speed. 
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The rooord obtained on 2nd Juno, from 16.25 to 20*23 G.H.T., 
had the lowest average wind speed of 1.4 ma"1. On this oooasion 
the maximum oroas-eorrelation opeffioient between precipitation 
eurrent density and wind speed, for the whole reoord, was -0.3 for 
s&ro time lag, and this value i s not quite significant at the 92H> 
level. However, this result i s probably meaningful as i t suggests 
that an increase of wind speed reduces the recorded precipitation 
current density, and this i s Just what we ezpeot of the shielded 
oolleotor. I t suggests also that there are no effeots attributable 
to the wind other than a reduction i n oolleotion efficiency of the 
instrument. 
She other three records produced a positive correlation between 
preoipitation ourrent density and wind speed. The record obtained 
on the 14th April from 15.20 to 16.23 &.M.T., when the average wind 
speed was 8.1 ma"1, gave a maximum eross-eorrelation coefficient of 
0.42, whioh i s significant at the 9Sfi level. The reoord of the 
6th May, from 14.45 to 16.22 G.1I.T.., when the average wind speed was 
3.4 ms~1, gave a maximum cross-correlation coefficient of 0.58, whioh 
i s significant at the 99.9& level. The reoord of 20th June, from 
08.04 to 09.17, when the average wind speed was 8.1 ms"1, gave a. 
maximum oroaa-oorrelation coefficient of 0.26, which i s just 
significant at the 9596 level. A l l these maximum correlations are for 
zero time lag, that i s simultaneous correlation. The oross-
r(T) 
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Fig. 8.1 Wind speed-precipitation current 
c ross- correlograms. 
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correlograma for these three oases are shown In Fig. 8„1 . The 
most notable feature of these oorrelograms i s their asymmetry. 
A l l three show a higher oroas-correlation for a given time lag 
for wind speed leading the precipitation ourrent density than for 
i t lagging. Although the effect of the persistence of the 
parameters i s to spread the maximum of a oorrelogram, i t should 
produce a spread which i s symmetric about the maximum,, I t appears, 
therefore, that the difference i n correlation may be real. 
The physical meaning of this i s that an inoreaae i n wind speed 
w i l l produce a corresponding increase i n precipitation ourrent density, 
but that the effeot also persists after the wind subsides. This 
suggests that the Wind produoes effects some distance above the ground, 
and the correlation for non-sero time lags represents the time of 
f a l l of the raindrops affected by the wind. From Fig. 8.1 i t oan be 
seen that the time lag i s of the order of 1 min, which represents a 
f a l l height of 250m for 1 mm diameter raindrops. I t seems very 
unlikely that an effect such as oharging arising from splashing at 
the rim of the collector rould give r i s e to the observed asymmetrio 
correlations, and drop—shattering in the a i r above the ground offers 
a plausible explanation. 
I t might be thought that drop-shattering would be dependent 
more on the square of wind speed than on wind speed, as this perhaps 
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better represents the wind force aoting on the drops. The record 
of the 6th May, when the wind speed was very low and which gave an 
insignificant negative correlation between precipitation current 
density and wind speed, gave no significant correlation with the 
square of wind speed, as expected. The other three records, whioh 
gave significant positive correlation with wind speed, also gave 
significant positive correlation between precipitation current density 
and the square of wind speeds The records of 14th April, 6th Hay and 
20th June gave maximum cross-correlation coefficients of 0.39, 0.34 
and 0.30 respectively. A l l are for zero time lag, and are significant 
at the 95# level. The corresponding oross-correlograms are shown in 
Figo 8.2, and a l l demonstrate the asymmetry shown previously. 
The above analyses clearly suggest that there i s some effect of 
wind speed upon rain electrification,, The results imply that there 
i a a charge separation process whioh operates eloae to the ground, 
but whioh may extend upwards for several hundred metres. I t i s to be 
expected that any charge separation process such as drop-shattering 
w i l l be dependent upon other factors,, such as looal topography and 
the presence of large raindrops, i n addition to wind speed. This 
may explain why the observed correlation coefficients are not higher. 
8.2 Thai Autocorrelation Intervals 
The analyses of the two-station results i n the previous 
chapter showed that the autocorrelation intervals of the atmospherio 
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Fig. 8.2 Square of wind speed-precipitation 
current cross-correlograms. 
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eleotrlo parameters depend upon wind speed. Collin, Groom and 
Higasi (1966) have shown that the inverse of the autocorrelation 
interval of the conductivity of the a i r i s proportional to the wind 
speed, which suggests that meohanioal replacement and mixing are more 
important than e l e c t r i c a l relaxation. Similar plots were therefore 
made of the inverse of the autocorrelation intervals of precipitation 
ourrent density and potential gradient from the data reoorded at 
Lanehead. The five records available from the occasions when 
simultaneous records were obtained were used for the purpose. I t was 
thought that cloud speed might be more meaningful, and the results 
are shown i n Fig. 8.3. 
As can be seen, a similar relationship holds i n these oases. 
The correlation coefficients are 0.74 and 0.78 respectively for the 
precipitation ourrent density and potential gradient autocorrelation 
intervals. The 95# significance level i s 0.79, and so i t i s extremely 
like l y that the results are meaningful. The relationship between 
autocorrelation interval L and wind speed v can be written L*^ = av + c 
-1 -1 
where a and 0 are constants. When v = o, C =L, and C therefore 
represents the autocorrelation interval for a stationary cloud. The 
values obtained s t a t i s t i c a l l y from the two graphs are C"^  = 42 min 
for precipitation ourrent density and C =18 min for potential 
gradient. The el e c t r i c a l relaxation time of the atmosphere at the 
ground at Lanehead during quiet precipitation i s of the order of 
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15 minB whioh i s not greatly different from the autocorrelation 
i 
interval of potential gradient obtained for a stationary cloud, 
and this result may be significant. 
The relationship between autocorrelation interval and wind speed —1 1 may be rewritten L = v/ff + C, where W = / a e I f L i s expressed 
in s and y in ms~1, i t oan be seen that the constant W has the 
dimensions of length i n metres. I t may be considered therefore 
that W represents an 'autocorrelation width' of the cloud, that i s the 
horizontal dimensions of the oloud aoroas which f i n i t e autocorrelation 
exists at a given point i n time. Prom the two graphs of the experi-
mental data, W i s found to be 3.4 km for the precipitation current 
autocorrelation intervals and to be 10.5 Ion for the potential 
gradient autocorrelation intervals. The potential gradient auto-
correlation width might be expeeted to be greater as a f i e l d m i ll 
i s influenced by charges over a large area of cloud. 
As the autocorrelation widths of the nimbostratus clouds 
investigated are very similar, i t i s possible that, i f the auto-
correlation widths of oonveotiLve clouds are v ery different from 
stratiform clouds, the autocorrelation width might offer a means 
of identifying oloud type without the necessity of human judgement. 
Although no investigation has yet been carried out, i t seems that 
i 
the autocorrelation widths of oonvective clouds are much smaller 
than those of stratiform clouds, and the proposed method of oloud 
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identification may be feasible. Autocorrelation measurement can 
be carried out automatically by relatively cheap and simple 
electronics without the necessity of any calculations being made. 
A knowledge of cloud speed would be needed, but at many sites this 
can be determined by the wind speed at the ground. 
8.3 Cross-Correlation Analysis of Smoothed Data 
When the two-station observations were made, the automatic 
recording equipment at Lanehead was run for the whole of the period 
when rain was f a l l i n g continuously. On five of the six oooasions i t 
proves? possible to analyse these long records obtained at Lanehead 
i n greater detail. These records were obtained i n the periods 
described i n the previous chapter, the reoord of the 12th February 
being unsuitable for analysis since the f i e l d m i l l was inoperative. 
Instead of the small-scale time variations investigated i n 
the previous sections, relatively long-term effects were thought to 
be of most interest, i n particular the relationship between potential 
gradient and precipitation current density and i t s application to test 
the model proposed i n chapter 2. The parameters recorded at Lanehead 
which were analysed were preoipitation current density, potential 
gradient, spaoe charge density and r a i n f a l l rate. The spaoe charge 
density was measured by means of a f i l t r a t i o n apparatus whioh was 
being used i n conjunction with Mr. Aapinall's experiment. However, 
i i was thought that the results would be of interest i n this case 
also. 
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As a simple method of smoothing the parameters to remove 
short-term variations, JHalnute averages were calculated. 
Computer programs were written to do this and to perform the 
cross-correlation analyses for various time lags between 
precipitation ourrent density and potential gradient, preoipitation 
ourrent density and space charge density,, and space charge density 
and potential gradient. On three oeoasions, r a i n f a l l accumulation 
was measured using a Meteorological Office pattern recording rain 
gauge. The best resolution possible for rate of r a i n f a l l was 12 min, 
and so 12-min averages of the atmospheric electric parameters were 
computed also. Correlation analyses were then carried out between 
r a i n f a l l rate end the atmospheric eleetrio parameters. A brief 
description and summary of the records w i l l be followed by a discussion 
of the results. 
14th April 1969 
The record oommeneed at 12.20 C.H.T. and finished at 18.30* 
during the whole period the space charge collector was inoperative. 
The reoord i s summarised i n Table 8.1. There was no significant 
correlation between any of the atmospheric eleetrio parameters, 
although the correlation between potential gradient and precipitation 
ourrent density «as negative. The lack of correlation i s also borne 
out i n a plot of the time variations of the smoothed parameters 
(Fig. 8.4). 
TABLE 8.1 
LANEHEAD SINSLE-SIATION RECORD 
14th April 1969 
Potential Gradient 
(Vta-1) Precipitation Current Density (pA m-2) 
AVERAGE -430 5.7 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 290 13 
MAXIMUM 130 44 
MINIMUM -900 -11 
Time of record 12.20 to 18.30 &.M.T. 
_2 
Total preoipitation charge brought to earth 0.13 M C m 
Correlated 
Parameters 
Maximum Cross-
Correlation Coefficient 
Time Lag for 
Maximum Correlation 
Potential 
gradient-
preoipitation 
current 
-0.3 
15 min, potential 
gradient leads 
precipitation . 
current 
Potential 
gradient-
spaoe charge 
density 
0.1 15 min, potential gradient leads 
space charge 
Precipitation 
current-space 
oharge density 
-0.28- 0 
0) 
(0 
0) 
o 
0 ) 
8 
S 
0 * 8 
S 
8 
• if)
i — 1 — i 
8 if) C If) if) if) 00 If) 
TABLE 8.2 
LANEHEAD SINGLE-STATION RECORD 
6th May 1969 
Potential Gradient 
(Vm"1 ) 
Precipitation Current 
Density (pA m" ) 
Spaoe Charge 
DensityCpCnT^) 
AVERAGE -140 32 50 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 75 35 84 
MAXIMUM -3 180 415 
MINIMUM -370 -20 7 
Time of reeord 13.15 to 16.52 G-.M.T. 
Total precipitation eharge earried to earth = 0.42^ jiCm~^ > 
Correlated 
Parameters 
Maximum Cross-
Correlation Coefficient 
Time Lag for 
Maximum Correlation 
Potential 
gradient-
precipita-
tion ourrent 
-0.32 5 min. Potential gradient 
leads ourrent 
Potential 
gradient-
space eharge 
density 
-0.62 
I0min } Potential gradient 
leads spaoe charge 
Precipitation 
current-
space aharge 
I density 
i , ii i j i 
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Fig. 8.5 Record of smoothed parameters, 
6th May 1969. 
TABLE 8.3 
LANBHEAD SIN&LB-STATION RECORD 
2nd June 1969 
Potential Gradient Precipitation Current Space Charge 
(v."1) Density (pA m ) Density(pCn~^) 
AVERAGE -180 12 -55 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 230 15 71 
MAXIMUM 175 105 63 
MINIMUM -805 -7 -390 
Time of record 15.22 to 01,14 G.M.T. 
Total precipitation charge brought to earth 3 uCm"^ 
TABLE 8.3 COM?]). 
Correlated 
Parameters 
Maximum Cross-
Correlation Coefficient 
Time Lag for 
Maximum Correlation 
Potential 
gradient-
precipitation 
ourrent 
«** 
-0.77 0 
Potential 
gradient-
space charge 
density 
**• 
0.88 0 
Preoipitation 
ourrent-
space charge 
density 
- *** -0.82 
5miny current 
leads space 
charge 
Preoipitation 
current-
r a i n f a l l 
rate 
*** 
0.72 0 
Potential 
gradient-
r a i n f a l l 
rate 
-0.68*** 0 
Space charge 
density-
r a i n f a l l 
rate 
-0.74 0 
Denotes significance at 99.95^ level 
i 
0 
CM 
CM 
CM 
: 
CM 
CM 
(0 
CM » 
8 
•A 
CO o 
Cv CL i/> 
I 0) 8 CD 
GO 
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6th May 1969 
The record commenced at 13.15 G-M.T* and continued t i l l 16,52. 
A l l the atmospherio eleotrlc recording equipment was operative 
throughout the record, which i s summarized i n Table 8.2. The only 
significant correlation exists between potential gradient and spaoe 
charge density. The maximum value i s -0.62 for a lead of potential 
gradient upon space oharge density of 10 min. I t should be noted that 
with a resolution time of 5 rain, the times of lead and lag can only 
be approximate. The correlation between potential gradient and 
precipitation current density i s not s t a t i s t i c a l l y significant, 
although i t i s negative. A plot of the smoothed parameters i s shown 
in Fig. 8.5. 
2nd June 1969 
This record oovered a 10-hour period of quiet rain with l i t t l e 
wind from 15.22 to 01.14 on the 3rd June. In addition to the three 
atmospheric electric parameters, r a i n f a l l accumulation was also 
measured. The reoord i s summarised i n Table 8.3, and a plot of the 
smoothed parameters shown i n Fig. 8.6. 
Correlation between a l l the parameters i s very high, and a l l 
of the coefficients of maximum correlation are significant at the 
99.9$ level. However, i t i s essential to realise that correlation 
between some of the parameters may not be real, and may be the 
result of inter-relationships between parameters. These relationships 
w i l l be discussed i n section 8.4. 
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20th June 1969 
A continuous reoord of the atmospheric electrio parameters and 
r a i n f a l l aoeumnulation was obtained from 07.20 G-.M.T. until 11.31 o 
The reoord i s summarised i n Table 8,4, and a plot of the smoothed 
parameters given i n Fig. 8.7. 
The correlation between the atmospheric electric parameters 
i s high and of the sign usually expected. The inverse relation 
between potential gradient and precipitation current density i s 
apparent, as i s the direct relation between potential gradient and 
space oharge density. The only significant correlation i s between 
r a i n f a l l rate and space charge density, the maximum value being -0.56. 
26th June 1969 
A reoord of atmospheric electric parameters and r a i n f a l l 
accumulation was obtained from 18.30 &.M.T. until 22.14. The 
period was unusual i n that the precipitation oonsisted of very heavy 
drissle throughout. The reoord i s summarised i n Table. 8.5 and a plot 
of the smoothed parameters i s shown in Fig. 8.8. 
The only significant correlation exists between potential 
gradient and spaoe oharge density, and the value of maximum 
correlation, 0.79, i s highly significant. The average potential 
gradient was positive instead of the more usual negative. 
TABLE 8.4 
LANKHEAD SINGLE-STATION RECORD 
20th June 1969 
Potential Gradient 
(Vm-1 ) 
Precipitation Current 
Density (pA m ) 
Space Charge 
Density(pCn"^) 
AVERAGE -90 2.3 3 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION -160 2.8 19 
MAXIMUM 180 30 70 
MINIMUM -520 -5 -46 
Tine of record 07,20 to 11.31 G.M.T. 
-2 
Total preeipitation charge brought to earth 0.04l£m 
TABLE 8,4 CONTD. 
Correlated 
Parameters 
Maximum Cross-
Correlation Coefficient 
Time Lag for 
Maximum Correlation 
Potential 
gradient-
preeipitation 
eurrent 
-0,65* 0 
Potential, 
gradient-
space eharge 
density 
•• 0.88 5mint Potential gradient leads 
space charge 
Precipitation 
eurrent-
space charge 
density 
~0.62* 
10min, Precipita-
tion current 
leads space charge 
Precipitation 
current -
r a i n f a l l 
rate 
0,21 0 
Potential 
gradient-
r a i n f a l l 
rate 
-0,40 0 
Space charge 
density -
ra i n f a l l 
rate 
-0,56* 0 
Denotes significance at 99jb level 
** Denotes significance at 99$ level 
p A r r f l 
501 
N/*- Precipitation current density 
w ' Potential gradient 
• Space charge density 
0 
-250- k 
-500^ 
T 
v / 
H5 
pCnrT 
0 
I—15 
Rainfall rate 
08.00 09.00 10:00 11.00 G.M.T. 
Fig. 8.7 Record of smoothed parameters, 
20th June 1969. 
TABLE 8.5 
LANEHBAD SINGLE-STATION RECORD 
26th June 1969 
Potential Gradient 
(Vm-1 ) 
Precipitation Current 
Density (pA B ) 
Space Charge 
Density(pCa~^) 
AVERAGE 40 4 55 
STANDARD 
DEVIATION 130 13 79 
MAXIMUM 260 59 215 
MINIMUM -350 -17 -225 
Time of record 18.30 to 22.14 G.M.T. 
_2 
Total precipitation oharge brought to earth 0.05 uCm 
TABLE 8.5. CONTD. 
Correlated Maximum Cross*- Time Lag for 
Parameters Correlation Coefficient Maximum Correlation 
Potential 
gradient-
preeipitation 
current 
0.09 0 
Potential 
gradient-
space charge 
density 
** 
0.79 0 
Precipitation 
current-
space charge 
density 
-0.07 
10min, current 
leads space 
charge 
Precipitation 
current-
r a i n f a l l 0.54* 0 
rate 
Potential 
gradient-
r a i n f a l l 0.26 0 
rate 
Space charge 
density-
r a i n f a l l -0.31 0 
rate 
Denotes significance at 9506 l e v e l 
DenoteB significance at 99% l e v e l 
pArt^ 
50-
S^* Precipitation current density 
Potential gradient 
.. -"•- Space charge density 
0 
•250-4 
c-\ ...... ^-^Lr% 
T 
M5 
pCfri4 
0 
-15 
500-
V m 4 
mmhr" 
Rainfall rate 
19.00 2000 21.00 22.00 23.00 
Q.M.T 
Fig. 8.8 Record of smoothed parameters 
26th June 1969. 
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8.4 Discussion of the Single-Station Results 
Three of the five records analysed above show a very strong 
positive correlation between the smoothed values of potential 
gradient and apaoe oharge density at the ground, the coefficients 
of maximum correlation being 0.88, 0.88 and 0.79. The apaoe oharge 
densities of the magnitudes observed are sufficient to influence the 
potential gradient only i f they extend upwards to a height of tens 
or hundreds of metres. On two of these occasions there was strong 
negative correlation (-0.81 and -0.62 respectively) between 
precipitation current density and space charge density which suggests 
that they are both, at least partially, the result of a single process. 
On these two ooeasions there was also high correlation between 
potential gradient and precipitation current density, the maximum 
values being -0.77 and -0.65 respectively. A reasonable inference 
from these results would be that a oharge separation process operates 
i n the bottom hundred metres or so of the atmosphere, giving oharge 
of one sign to the falling rain and the opposite sign to' the a i r . 
On the third occasion, however, there was no significant correlation 
between precipitation current density and spaoe oharge density. 
The 2nd June and 20th June reoorda showed a f a i r l y well-defined 
inverse relation between potential gradient and preoipitation 
ourrent density, and the scatter diagrams of the smoothed parameters 
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are shown In Fig. 8.9. I f we assume a linear relationship of the 
form F = -AI + B, the lines of best f i t for the two reoords give 
A = 1.43 at 1 0 1 3 and 4.75 x 1 0 1 3 A s , a n d B s 51 and -24 7m"1 
respectively. When the preoipitation current i s zero, one record 
gives a slightly positive potential gradient, the other gives a 
slightly negative value, but the numerical values are quite small 
in both oases. I f the relationship i s written i n the more usual 
form with F as the independent variable, that i s I • a(F+C), the two 
values of a obtained are 7.0 x 10" 1 i f and 2.1 x lO^-A-" 1 m"1 
respectively. These values are similar to those obtained by previous 
workers. 
On a l l of the three occasions that r a i n f a l l rate was measured, 
positive correlation was found between r a i n f a l l rate and precipitation 
current density for the 12-ain averages. Two of the correlations, 
0.74 and 0.54, are s t a t i s t i c a l l y significant. One of the periods 
(2nd June) also shows high correlation between potential gradient 
and r a i n f a l l rate, and space eharge density and r a i n f a l l rate, but 
i t seems more like l y that these correlations are a result of the 
inter-relationship between the eleotrie parameters rather than-a 
real correlation. The soatter diagrams for preoipitation current 
density and r a i n f a l l rate for the 2nd and 26th June reoords are 
shown i n Fig. 8.10. I f the relationship i s written as I a ot H, + jS , 
-5 -3 , -5 * then the two reoords give 0( ° 2.75 x 10 C m and 7.62 z 10 Cm ' 
—2 —2 respectively, and A « 0.48 pAm and 3.0 pA m respectively. A 
10 20 i 30 40 50 • 
Precipitation current 
(pAm"1-) 
300 
600 
Potential 
900- gradient 
Vm 2nd June record 
2,0 pAnr x 
Precipitation 
current 
-300-
Potential 
6 0 0 J g r a d i e n t 
Vm 4 20th June record 
Fig. 8.9 Scatter diagrams of potential gradient 
versus precipitation current density. 
Precipitation 
40icurrent 
(pAm-1) 
30 
20 
10 
1 
0.5 1.0 
Rainfall rate 
(mmhr) 2nd June record 
30H 
Precipitation 
current 
(pArrf1) 
0.5 1.0 mmhr 
Rainfall rate 
-1 
26th June record 
Fig. 8.10 Scatter diagrams of rainfall rate 
versus precipitation current density. 
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straight l i a s f i t may not be the best one for the scatter diagrams, 
2 
and an equation of the form I = <X£ may be better. 
The above results demonstrate the immense variability of the 
conditions influencing precipitation electrification and show that 
any results are very d i f f i c u l t to interpret i n a general sense. 
However, one conclusion that can be made i s that the variation of 
the parameters olose to the ground has a great influenoe on the 
precipitation electrification, and that a charge separation process 
i n the bottom hundred metres or so of the atmosphere i s inferred. 
This i s reflected i n the correlation between space charge density 
and potential gradient at the ground, whioh requires a relatively 
thiok space oharge blanket, and the correlation between space charge 
and precipitation current• The evidence of Section 8.1 also points 
to a precipitation charge separation prooess olose to the grouad 
which i s i n some way dependent upon wind speed.. I t therefore seemB 
a reasonable inference that drop-shattering, or a similar process, i n 
the lower part of the atmosphere gives rise to at least some of the 
rain electrification observed at the ground. 
The oharge separation processes at cloud height seem to be 
smaller i n magnitude and to be more apparent in very quiet, relatively 
windless conditions. In addition, eaeh oharge separation process 
may depend to a.different degree upon r a i n f a l l rate, and may even be 
- 1 24 
different on ocoasions when the r a i n f a l l rate i a the same hut the 
drop-size spectra are different. I t seems essential that more of 
the variables w i l l hare to be taken into account before a more 
complete understanding of the processes operating can be obtained. 
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CHAPTER 9 
CONCLUSIONS AMD SUGGESTIONS FOE FURTHER WORK 
9.1 The Bleotrloal Structure of Nimbostratus Snow Clouds 
The experimental work carried out on anew clouds, particularly 
that of previous workers, enables some general conclusions to be 
reached. F i r s t l y , i n relatively quiet conditions in the absence 
of blowing snow near the ground, the net precipitation charge will, 
be negative provided the snow i s dry. The potential gradient at the 
ground w i l l usually be positive, suggesting a larger total oloud 
space charge than precipitation space charge. There i s no reason 
to believe that charge separation takes place other than i n the 
cloud, although i t may occur down to ground level i f the surfaoe a i r 
temperature i s below or close to freezing point. There i s almost 
certainly only one charge separation mechanism, and ice-crystal 
contact electrification seems most l i k e l y 8 
The results of the experimental work described earlier, 
particularly the oross-correlation between the two stations, suggest 
that electrification i s associated with cloud zones and that within 
these zones any time variations i n the physical processes are 
relatively slow. Observed variations i n electrification are more 
lik e l y to be a result of movement of the oloud rather than physical 
development of the aloud zone. That i s , the time-soale of changes 
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within a oloud gone i s normally muoh longer than the time of 
passage of the some over a stationary observer. I t might he 
expected that the size of these oloud sones i s related i n some way 
to the autocorrelation width described earlier, and they probably 
therefore have dimensions of the order of several km. 
The effeots of wind speed upon a snow oloud are almost certainly 
smaller than those upon a rain oloud, but with dry snow on the ground, 
blowing snow becomes strongly electrified and renders oloud observation 
by ground-based apparatus extremely d i f f i c u l t . In addition, due to 
the lew f a l l speed of snowflakes, the measurement of snow current 
density with shielded receivers becomes inefficient with wind speeds 
i n excess of a few metres per second. 
9.2 The Bleotrioal Structure of Nimbostratus Rain Clouds 
The upper portion of a nimbostratus rain cloud i s similar to that 
of a snow cloud, and electrification i n these regions almost oertainly 
prooeeds i n a similar way. Conclusive evidence, for example the 
potential gradient measurements of Eeiter (1955), has shown that 
quiet snow becomes positively charged on or shortly after melting. 
This may be due to either or both of two causes, charge separation 
associated with the change of state, and oftarge separation due to 
the breaking of large melted snowflslfies into raindrops. Evidence 
presented by many previous workers has indicated the existence of a 
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ohavge separation process close to the ground, particularly evidence 
of the presence of layers of space charge i n the bottom few tens of 
metres of the atmosphere. 
The evidence presented i n this thesis has shown that, whereas 
there i s almost oertainly charge separation at cloud level, there i s 
a charge separation process operating close to the ground. This 
process gives a positive charge to the larger raindrops and a 
negative charge to the a i r or smaller droplets. Both the potential 
gradient-space charge correlations and the precipitation current-
wind speed correlations indicate that ibis process operates up to 
heights of perhaps a few hundred metres, at least i n the Pennine 
region. The evidence i s also consistent with the charge separation 
being a result o^ d^ap-shattering i n wind gusts close to the ground, 
a theory f i r s t proposed by Simpson, (1909). This process may give 
ri s e to electrification which i s greater than that produced at 
cloud level. Hence we must now assume that the nimbostratus rain 
oloud system comprises three charge separation cones, one acting i n 
the solid state at higher levels, the second operating around the 
melting level i n the opposite sense, but with about the same magnit-
ude, and a third process acting from ground level up to an unknown 
height. A l l of these processes w i l l depend to some extent upon the 
oloud activity and the precipitation rate, but the third process i s 
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dependent upon wind speed and probably also the presence of large 
raindrops (1-4 mm diameter). 
The autocorrelation measurements suggest that the horizontal 
dimensions of cloud across which the e l e c t r i c a l parameters are 
autooorrelated i s relatively constant for aimbostratus clouds, 
and independent of cloud speed. I n view of the variability of 
conditions and of electrification, this result i s remarkable. This 
horlsontal distance, the 'autocorrelation width', i s of the order of 
3-10 km, depending upon the measuring instrument used and i t s 
location. For a s i t e with uniform exposure, this autocorrelation 
width may prove to be a oharaoteristie of nimbostratus clouds and 
may therefore be used as a criterion for their identification. 
The oross-eozxelation measurements between the tiro stations 
' showed that variations i n the eleotrie parameters are more l i k e l y 
to be a result of cloud movement rather than cloud development* OB 
one oeoasion, however, simultaneous correlation was found between 
preoipitation current density at the two sites, separated by 5 km, 
for a very slow-moving cloud system. Thus i t seems that large-
scale development of the oloud system may contribute to the 
variations i n electrification in very quiet, alow-moving systems. 
« 
I n these systems the general electrification i s usually much 
smaller i n magnitude. 
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9.3 The Proposed Nimbostratus E l e c t r i c a l Model 
An el e c t r i c a l model of nimbostratus clouds has been proposed i n 
Chapter 2, and i t has been shown that i t i s consistent with measurements 
made previously. I t should be possible to test the model i n greater 
detail i f some of the variables are removed. The snow cloud would 
appear to be most suitable, since i t involves only a single charge 
separation prooess, and the preoipitation particle f a l l speed does 
not depend greatly on particle size. The conductivity within the 
oloud must be obtained, as well as the approximate cloud dimensions 
and snow f a l l speed. I t should then be possible to test the model's 
predictions of potential gradient at the ground with the observed 
values. I t may be possible to observe phase variations between the 
parameters, although this may be too complicated by mechanical effects 
to be interpreted easily. 
Because of the complex nature of rain oloud electrification i t 
w i l l be extremely diffi c u l t to test the model. However, i f one of 
the charge separation processes i n the rain oloud i s dominant, 
sufficient approximations may be able to be made to enable a further 
test of the model. The existence of wide variations i n drop sizes 
and the different raindrop f a l l speeds greatly complicates matters. 
9 ok Suggestions for apparatus 
Preoipitation electrification i s a very oomplex phenomenon, and 
the maximum amount of data i s therefore required. For this purpose 
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the continuous automatic reoording of data i s considered essential, 
and i t i s very helpful to have the data in a form which i s suitable 
for computer handling. Because of the large variation i n the 
.magnitudes of the parameters, a single instrument with limited 
range has often proved inadequate. Thus unless instruments with 
logarithmic response can be developed, much of the apparatus must be 
duplicated and operated on different ranges to avoid loss of 
information. 
The operation of mobile apparatus for the reoording of atmos-
pheric electric and meteorological parameters has been proved 
possible. However, there are many praotioal d i f f i c u l t i e s not 
enoountered with fixed equipment, as well as the problem of Variation 
l a s i t e , and.it i s therefore recommended that the use of mobile 
equipment should be avoided. 
The experienoe obtained with shielded rain collectors suggests 
that i t may be advisable to mount the oolleoting surfaces below 
ground level and to avoid having projections above i t . Narrow-
spaoing wire mesh i s a very effective method of eliminating the 
splashing of raindrops i n the vi c i n i t y of a eolleotor. 
9»5 Suggestions for Further Work 
I t has been shown that representative measurements of 
atmospheric eleetrio parameters oan be made at a single ground 
station. I n addition, the problems associated with setting up 
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a network of stations make i t an unattractive prbjeot. Possibly the 
most valuable measurements that are required are those made above 
ground level. The bottom 500 metres of the atmosphere i s probably 
the best region to study, as some of the least understood phenomena 
take place i n this region. 
Potential gradient i s the simplest parameter to measure, and i f 
this i s carried out at several heights, either simultaneously with 
several instruments or successively with a single instrument, then 
some estimation of the variation of space charge with height may be 
obtained. Hence i t may be possible to estimate the height of the 
various charge separation processes. The operation of a. tethered 
balloon or even a kite should make i t possible to obtain these 
measurements relatively oheaply without requiring sophisticated 
equipment. 
Lanehead i s probably an ideal site for such an investigation, 
as i t i s situated 450m above sea level. This means i t i s olose to 
freezing level for many of the winter months, and often close to 
cloud base. 
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APPENDIX 1 
VERTICAL POTENTIAL GRADIENT UNDER CENTRE OF 
CYLINDER OF UNIFORM CHARGE DENSITY 
The vertical potential gradient due to a single charge^0 at a 
height y above the earth and a horizontal distance of r i s given by 
The ve r t i c a l potential gradient due to a oircle of oharge of radius 
r i s therefore 2nC times this value, and henoe the potential gradient 
due to a horizontal disc of charge of height y i s given by 
The vertioal potential gradient due to a vertioal cylinder of 
depth H, radius R, of uniform charge density p » at a height h above 
the ground (Fig. A.1), i s thus given by 
» j£. T H + (R 2 + h 2 ) * - (R* + (H + h ) 2 ) * ] (2) 
Bo L 
H 'ty f> Charge densi 
F T 
Fig. A.1 Cylindrical cloud model. 
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VERTICAL POTENTIAL GRADIENT UNDER CENTRE OF 
CYLINDER OP CHARGE DENSITY LIW»^T.Y 
DECREASING' WITH HEIGHT 
As discussed In Chapter 2, I f precipitation and cloud charge i s 
being generated i n a oloud such that the oloud charge i s of uniform 
density, then the preoipitation current density must inorease linearly 
with decreasing height throughout the charging region. For a oloud 
whose oharging region depth i s H, base height h, and ourrent density 
below oloud base I Q , the ourrent density I at a height y above the 
ground, for y > h, w i l l be given by 
I - -l£ * <1 * |> \ 
H 
The precipitation space charge a" at a height y w i l l thus be 
given by 
where v i s the preoipitation f a l l speed. From equation (1), the 
vertioal potential gradient at the ground due to a disc of 
preoipitation space charge at a height y w i l l be given by 
The potential gradient at the ground due to the preoipitation 
i n the oharging region w i l l thus be given by 
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H+h 
+ y ) J 
. 1 
H 
ay 
>o L. 2H 
J h 
The potential gradient due to the uniform preoipitation space 
oharge below the charging region, from equation (2), i s given by 
Pp s A. + * - («2 + a2)*j 
Thus the total vertical potential gradient at the ground due 
to the precipitation space oharge i s given by 
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o p 
I 
(1 + | )((H + h ) 2 • R 2 ) * 
» i H + 2* + 2R + h . ( h 2 + R 6) 
7 L H 
a 2 log f H + h + ((H + h ) 2 + R 2) ^1 
H 1 h + ( h B * l 4 ) * -> 
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APPENDIX 2 
THE FALL VELOCITIES OF PRECIPITATION PARTICLES'". 
SNOffJLAKBS 
The f a l l velocity of anowflakea depends to a greater extent upon 
the crystal structure than upon the dimensions of the snowfl&ke. The 
only type of snow orystal to exhibit a large dependence of f a l l speed 
upon crystal dimensions i s graupel, and this i s not usually found in 
nimboatratuB conditions* Typioal f a l l speeds of some snow crystals 
are shown in Table A.1 . 
TABLE A.1 
Struoture Diameter (MM) F a l l Speed (CMS" ) 
Needle 1.53 50 
Plane dendrite 3.26 31 
Spatial dendrite 4.15 57 
Powder Snow 2.15 50 
Rimed crystals 2.45 100 
Graupel 2.13 180 
RAINDROPS 
The terminal velocities of raindrops of various sises i n 
s t i l l a i r at 1 atmosphere pressure are given i n Table A. 2. 
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TABLE A. 2 
DROP DIAMETER (Ml) TERMINAL VELOCITY (MS*1) 
0.2 0.72 
0.4 1.62 
0.6 2.47 
0.8 3.27 
1.0 4.03 
1.2 4.64 
1.4 5.17 
1.6 5.65 
1.8 6.09 
2.0 6.49 
2.2 6.90 
2.4 7.^ 7 
2.6 7.57 
2.8 7.82 
3.0 8.06 
3.2 8.26 
3.4 8.44 
3.6 8.60 
3.8 8.72 
4.0 8.83 
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BATwrainP STKij SPECTRA 
The speotrum of drop sizes falling from a cloud varies widely 
i n spaee and time, depending on many factors, and the spectrum of 
drops reaching the ground w i l l not be the same as that at cloud level 
since the smaller droplets w i l l evaporate before reaching the ground. 
On average, i n nimbostratus conditions the spectrum of drop sizes a&n 
be f a i r l y well represented by an empirical formula,, One suoh formula, 
which has been quite widely used, i s that derived by Best (1950). 
The fraction of the liquid water comprising drops smaller i n diameter 
than x i s given by 
where n i s typically 2.25. The value of a depends upon r a i n f a l l rate 
R , and a f a i r l y good value i s obtained by 
a a C*RP 
where C*= 1 »30 and jS = 0.232. 
Two speotra calculated from this formula are shown i n Fig. A.2, 
for r a i n f a l l rates of 1 and 4 mm hr.~^. I n nimbostratua conditions the 
r a i n f a l l rate does not normally ezoeed 5 nm hr~^. 
.07 
Fraction 06 
of total 
water 
content -OS- Rainfall rate 
1 mmhr 
£4H 
•03 
C2 
£1 
• 
Raindrop diameter (mm) 
.Q5H 
Fraction Rainfall rate 
of total 
A mm hr' water 
content 
-03 
.02 
.01 
1 r 
Raindrop diameter (mm) 
Rg. A.2 Typjcal raindrop size spectra. 
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APPENDIX 3 
DEVELOPING- SNOT CLOUD MODEL EQUATIONS 
The vertical potential gradient at the ground due to a cloud 
system of very large horizontal dimensions compared with i t s ver t i c a l 
dimensions, containing one oharge separation process, i s derived below. 
I f precipitation charging takes plaoe throughout a depth H of the 
cloud, and the oloud charge density yO within the charging region i s 
uniform, then i f a preoipitation current of density l ( t ) i s leaving the 
oloud base at a time t, the following relationship w i l l hold; 
H <LO = - I ( t ) - HyO (1) 
dt T 
where f i s the eleotrioal relaxation time. I f we further assume the 
precipitation current to vary sinusoidally, such that 
I ( t ) = I Q sin wt, then integration of equation (1) 
from t = 0 to t gives 
P (*) = I q \ ^ . sin wt - w cos wt -we"ty^ f 
The potential gradient Pp at any time t due to the cloud 
charges w i l l be given by Pp » ^ ( t ) . H 
S> 
The preoipitation current density at any height h above the ground 
and above cloud base at a time t w i l l be given by 
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,1 
is I ( h ) L ^ 
where H i s the cloud base height. The potential gradient due to the 
precipitation apace charge w i l l be given by 
1000B, T = /ir s 10©Os» and l ( t ) was taken to be zero up t i l l 
t s 0 and after t = I q was taken as -88»5 pAm „ 
In order to calculate the potential gradient due to the 
preoipitation space charge, i t i s neoesaaxy to consider three periods. 
The f i r s t period i s from t = 0 when the charged precipitation f i r s t 
begins to leave the cloud up to t = hV* when the f i r s t precipita-
tion reaches the ground,, The second period i s from t = H1/v until 
t = 2ffT, when the preoipitation ceases to leave the cloud. The 
third period i s from t = 2TYT until t = 27?T + H*/v» after which no 
further precipitation reaches the ground, 
(a) For the f i r s t period, the potential gradient due to the 
preoipitation space oharge i s given by 
P dh 
As an example, H was taken to be 5km, H to be 1 km, Y to be 
H 
1 sin w ( t - H - h ) dh 
H -vt 
.1 
P 
1 - cos w ( t - H1 - h) 
v 
- 1 * 1 -
(b) For the second period, 
.1 
F = I A \ sin w ( t - H1 - h) 
i) ( 
dh 
* I Q (oos w ( t - H1/v) - oos w (t"S-=-i ) 
(o) For the third period 
J H'-v (t-2 T) 
P = I (sin w ( t - H' - h) dh 
*\ 
= (oos w ( t - H 1/ T) - 1) 
€o 
A oomputer program was written to calculate the potential 
gradient due to the cloud charge and precipitation spaoe Charge 
of the system described shore, and the result i a shown in Fig. 2.£. 
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M07IN& .QUASI-STATIC MODEL CALCULATIONS 
Aa a comparison with the results of the developing snow-cloud 
model aa described above, calculations have also been made to 
compute the potential gradient due to a moving cloud system whioh 
also gives rise to a sinusoidal variation of precipitation current 
density, but whioh i s i n steady state. I n this case, the cloud 
system i s assumed to oonsist of a number of bands of cloud. Bach 
cloud band i s assumed to be very large i n a direotion perpendicular 
to the cloud movement, but relatively narrow i n the direction of cloud 
movement (Fig. A.3). Each band i s assumed to be quaai-statie 
equilibrium, as outlined i n the model proposed i n Chapter 2. The 
precipitation current density from each band i s uniform and the 
cloud charge density i n that band i s directly proportional to i t . 
For the purposes of calculation, the precipitation and cloud charges 
have been assumed to l i e along a vertioal plane at the centre of the 
band. 
The vertioal potential gradient due to a single charge p lying 
i n such a plane, at a point a distance x from the plane i s given by 
where h i s the height of the oharge and y the distance from the 
mid-point of the plane. 
F 
2rC$ (x* + y' + 
1 
I 
H < * A A \/k A 
• 
'h \ i 1 
Quasi-static cloud system model 
: - - 5km - - > 
X50 
«-> 
/« 
> k — J L-* ' 
<* 
k—^ \ \ V \ 1 
Simplified model for computer calculations 
Fig. A.3 Quasi-static electrical cloud model. 
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The potential gradient due to a plane of charge of densityyO 
height h and depth H i s given by 
fay C h1. dh1 
J J (r2 * ~ 2 • J 2 N 3 / •3o ^ h 
OO 
0 ^oO 
fi flog 5" ^ 1 if 
o 
- iog<j * (D 
The potential gradient due to the spaoe oharge fi" of the 
precipitation of the plane at the same distance x i s given by 
where tf* = I / . 
'v 
A computer program was written to oaloulate the potential 
gradient due to the above system at various distances. The oloud 
system was taken to have twenty bands, each 250m wide, and the 
precipitation current density was taken to vary sinusoidally 
throughout the system, with a maximum ourrent density of -88.5pAm" 
in the centre band. The electrical sslaxation time was taken as 
1000s, the oloud depth 5km and oloud base 1km. I f the cloud 
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-1 system moves at 5 me the precipitation current density at a 
point on the ground varies i n a similar manner to that i n the 
developing system described above. The results of the calculations 
are plotted i n Fig. 2.6. 
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